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Input Guide for Revisions for 
GW-WETLAND (Version 2.0): 
A Computer Program to Simulate 
Groundwater-Wetland Interactions 

S-G. Shikaze and A.,S.- Crowe 

ABSTRACT 
Computer simulation models offer a cost—effective approach and rapid means of 
obtaining considerable insight into the groundwater - wetlands environment. Computer 
models can be used to (1) investigate processes occurring in this environment, (2) 
quantify fluxes across the groundwater-wetland interface, (3) predict the impact of future 
hydrologic events on wetlands, and (4) investigate the impacts of various remediation 
plans, and (5) investigate contaminant transport via groundwater into a wetland. This 
report describes a numerical GW-WETLAND model that can be used to simulate 
transient groundwater flow and contaminant transport in a 2-D cross section in a variety 
of groundwater—wetland scenarios, including conditions at the groundwater-wetland . 

interface. The model accounts for" a fluctuating water table, the forn_1ation/disappearance- 
of seepage faces, spatially and temporally varying infiltration and evapotranspiration 
fluxes along the top of the cross-section, the presence of pumping wells, installation of 
drainage ditches, a heterogeneous sedimentary sequence, and wetland shorelines that vary 
with time and location. The model is capable of either calculating the water levels in 
surface-water bodies in response to fluxes to/from the groundwater system as well as 
precipitation, or if the history-of these water levels is know a priori, the user can set the 
surface-waterstlevel history as a specified boundary condition that will influence the 
groundwater regime. The model also has the capability to include contaminant source 
zones that are associated with surface water boundaries to examine the potential for 
groundwater contamination as a result of the movement of water from the surface water 
body into the adjacent aquifer. Although the model was originally written for 
groundwater‘-wetland interactions, it is general enough fora variety of groundwater- 
surface water problems relating to rivers, lakes, and wetlands. Moreover, the model is 
constantly being updated in order to allow it to be used for new scenarios. 

NWRI RESEARCH SUMMARY 
Plain language title

_ Computer simulation models provide valuable insight into groundwater-wetland 
interaction.

_ 

. What is the problem and what do scientists already know about it? 
During the past ‘two hundred years, mo_st of the coastal wetlands of the Great Lakes 
have been lost due to human activities. Environment Canada is committed to



protecting existing wetlands a_ndrestoring degraded wetlands. Very little is known 
about the linkages between groundwater and these coastal wetlands. 

Why did NWRI do this study? 
This work is being undertaken as part of an Environment Canada program to protect 
and restore coastal wetlands of the Great Lakes. Field and modelling studies to 
evaluate the role of groundwater in these coastal environments is undertaken by 
NWRI scientists who have considerable expertise in hydrogeology and groundwater- 
surface water interaction. For examplhe, computer modelling studies were undertaken 
at.Point Pelee National Park to assess the potential transport of septic system 
contaminants via groundwater into the marsh.

Q 

What were the results? 
Computer simulation models offer a cost—effective approach and rapid means of 
obtaining considerable insight into the groundwater - wetlands environment». 
Computer models can be used to (1) investigate processes occurring in this 
environment», (2) quantify fluxes across the groundwater-wetland interface, (3) predict 
the impact of future hydrologic events on wetlands, and (4) investigate the impacts of 
various remediation plans, and (5) investigate contaminant transport via groundwater 
into a wetland. 

How will these results be used? 
This model will be used by both NWRI scientists and external personnel to evaluate 
the role of groundwater in the hydrology and water- quality of wetlands, lakes and 
river. The model can be used as both a scientific tool to research the processes 
affecting wetland quality, and within‘ a regulatory framework to evaluate various 
groundwater-.wetla_nd interaction scenarios related to the protection, restoration, and 
management of "wetlands. Although the model was originally written for 
groundwater-wetland interactions, it is now general enough for a variety of 
groundwater’-surface water problems relating to rivers, lakes, and wetlands.



Guide desaisie pour les". révisions du logiciel 
GW-WETLAND (version 2.0) 

Logiciel de. simulation 
des interactions entre les eaux souterraines et les milieux humides 

S. G. Shikaze etc A. S. Crowe 

RESUME 
Les modeles de simulation par ordinateur sont des outils rentables et rapides qui nous 
permettent d’acquérir une bonne connaissance de Penvironnement des eaux souterraines 
et des rnilie_u'x humides. On peut en effet les utiliser pour '2 1) étudier les processus qui 
surviennent dans cet environnement-; 2) quantifier les débits au niveau de l’interface eaux 
souterraines-milieux humides; 3) prévoir les effets qu’auront d’éventuels événements 
hydrologiques sur les milieux humides; 4) évaluer’ les impacts d_e divers plans 
d’assainissement; 5) étudier 1e role des eaux‘ souterraines dans le transport des 
contaminants vers les milieux humides. Le présent rapport décrit le modéle numériqu_e 
GW-WETLAND que 1’on peut utiliser pour simuler un Idébit transitoire d’eau souteiraine 
et le transport de contaminants dans une coupe transversale bidirnensionnelle selon divers 
scénarios impliquant des eaux souterraines et des milieux humides, y compris des 
conditions 5 l’interface eaux souterraines-milieux humides. Le rnodele tient compte des 
fluctuations de la nappe phréatique, de la formation ou de la. disparition des surfaces 
d’infiltration, de la variation spatiale et temporelle. des débits— d’infiltration et 
d’éVapotranspiration dans la partie supérieure de la coupe transversale, de la présence de 
puits de pompage, de fossés ou d’une séquence sédirnentaire hétérogéne et des 
changements que subit le périmétre des milieux humides avec le temps et selon 
Pemplacement. Le modéle est capable de calculer les niveaux d’eau des nappes d’eau de 
surface selon les débits d’entrée ou de sortie des systémes d’eaux souterraines et selon les 
précipitations. De plus, Si l’utilisateur connait l’historique des niveaux d’eau, il peut 
utiliser les niveaux des eaux de surface connus comme condition limite précise qui aura 
une incidence sur le régime des eaux souterraines. Le modéle peut aussi inclure des zones 
ou l’on trouve des sources de contaminants associées aux étendues d"eaux de surface et, 
ainsi, évaluer le‘ potentiel de contamination des eaux souterraines advenant une migration 
des eaux de surface vers une nappe aquifére adjacente. Bien qu’a l’origine on ait congu le 
modéle pour qu’i1 simule les interactions entre les eaux souterraines et les milieux 
humides, il offre maintenant un champ d’application suffisamment vaste pour simuler 
divers problémes mettant en cause les eaux souterraines et les eaux de cours d’eau, dc 
lacs et de milieux humides. Qui plus est, le modéle est continuellement mis a jour pour? 
l’on puisse l’utiliser avec’ de nouveaux scenarios.



Sommaire des reclierches de l’INRE 

Titre ens langage clair - 

Les modeles de simulation par ordinateur nous per1nettentd’a_<:querir une bonne 
connaissance de lfinteraction entre les eaux souterraines et lesmilieux humides. 

Quel est le probléme et que savent les chercheurs 5 ce sujet? 
Au cours des 200 demieres annees, la plupart des milieux humides cotiers de la 
region des Grands Lacs ont ete détruits par les activites humaines. Environnement 
Canada s’est donc engage a protéger les milieux humides qui subsi_st_ent et a restaurer 
ceux qui sont degrades. Or, on connait tres mal les liens qui existent entre les eaux 
souterraines et les milieux humides cotiers. 

Pourquoi l’INRE a-st-il effectué cette etude? 
Les travaux entrepris font partie d’un prograrmne d’Environneme'nt Canada visant a 
protéger et 5 restaurer les milieux humides cotiers dans la region des Grands Lacs. 
Les scientifiques de l’INRE menent des etudes sur le terrain et ‘par modelisation -afi_n 
d’evaluer le role joué par les eaux souterraines dans ces milieux. [ls possédent une 
expertise considerable dans le domaine de Phydrogeologie et de l’interaction entre les 
eaux souterraines et les eaux dc surface. Par exemple, on a entrepris des etudes de 
modelisation par ordinateur au parc national de 1a‘Pointe-Pelee en vue d’evaluer le 
risque de transport de contaminants des installations septiques jusqu’aux marais par- 
1’intermedia‘ire des eaux souterraines.

’ 

Quels sont les résultats?
V 

Les modeles de simulation par ordinateur sont des outils rentables e_t rapides qui nous 
permettent d’acquerir' une bonne eonnajssance de l’environnernent des eaux 
souterraines et des milieux humides. On peut en effet les utiliser pour : 1) etudier‘ les 

pprocessus qui surviennent dans cet environnement; 2) quantifier les debits au ‘niveau 
de 1’interface eaux souterraines-milieux humides; 3) prevoir les effets qu’auront 
d’eventuels evenernents hydrologiques sur les milieux humides; 4) evaluer les 
impacts de divers plans d’assainissement; 5) etudier 1e r61e des eaux —souterraines dans 
le transport des contaminants vers les milieux humides. 

' 

*
’ 

Comment ces résultats seront-ils utilises? i
. 

Les scientifiques de l’INRE ainsi que le personnel exteme utiliseront le modele pour 
evaluer le r61e joue par les eaux souterraines dans 1’hydrologie et la qualité de 1’eau 

des milieux humides, des lacs et des cours d’eau. On peut utiliser le rnodele comme 
outil scientifique afin de determiner les processus qui influent sur la qualité des 
milieux humides et, dans un cadre reglementaire, d’eva1uer divers scenarios 
d’interaction entre les eaux souterraines et lesmilieux hu'm‘i‘des visant la protection, la 
restauration et la gestion de ces milieux. Bien qu’a1’origine on ait congu le modele 
pour qu’il simule les interactions entre les eaux souterraines et les milieux humides, il 
offre maintenant un champ d’app1ica_tion suffisamment vaste pour simuler divers 
problémes mettant en cause les eaux souterraines et les eaux de cours d’eau. dc lacs et 
de milieux humides.
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ABSTRACTV 

Computer simulation models offer a cost—effective approach and rapid means of obtaining considerable 
insight into the groundwater" - wetlands environment. Computer models can be used to (I) investigate 
processes occurring in th_i_s environment, (2) quantify fluxes across the groundwater-wetland interface, 

(3) predict the impact of future hydrologic events on wetlands, and (4) investigate the impacts "of various 
remediation plans, and (5) investigate contaminant transport via groundwater into a wetland. This 

report describes a numerical GW-WETLAND model that can be used to simulate transient groundwater 
flow and contarninant transport in a 2-D cross section in a variety of‘ groundwater-wetland scenarios, 
including conditions at the groundwater—wet1and interface. The model accounts for a fluctuating water 
table, the formation/disappearance of seepage faces, spatially and temporally varying linfiltration. and 

evapotranspiration flu_xe_s along the top of the cross-section, the presence of pumping wells, installation 
of drainage ditches, a heterogeneous sedimentary sequence, and wetland shorelines that vary with time 
and location. The model is capable of either calculating the water levels in surface-water bodies in 
response to fluxes to/from" the groundwater system as "well as precipitation, or if the history of these 
water levels is know a priori, the user can set the surface-water-level history as a specified boundary 
condition that will influence the groundwater regime. ’ The model also has the capability to include 
contaminant source zones that are associated with surface Water boundaries to examine the potential for 
groundwater contamination as a result of the movement of water from the surface water body into the 
adjacent aquifer. Although the ‘model was originally written for groundwater-wetland interactions, it is 
general enough for a varietyof groundwater-surface water problems relating to rivers, lakes, and 
wetlands. Moreover, the model is constantly being updated in order to allow it to be used for new 
scenarios.



1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Groundwater is an important component of the hydrology of wetlands. Field studies 

investigating the groundwater flow regime associated with a wetland have shown that groundwater flow 
in the vicinity of wetlands is often complex and can, for example, exhi_b‘ift reversals in the direction of 

. groundwater flow. To adequately assess the impact of groundwater on a wetland, detailed and long- 
term field studies will be required. Due to the complexity of the groundwater flow regime and the 
hydrostratigraphy, the field studies to adequately assess groundwater conditions require considerable 

instrumentation and several years of monitoring. Thus, such field programs may be quite costly. An 
alternative approach is to use computer models to simulate groundwater flow in the vicinity of the 
wetland and its interaction with the wetland. Numerical models offer a cost-effective and rapid means 
of obtaining considerable "insight into the groundwater flow regime at wetlands. In addition, computer 
models can be used to (I) investigate processes occurring in this environment, (2) quantify fluxes across 
the groundwater-wetland interface, and (3) predict the impact of future hydrologic events on wetlands.- 

Numerical models have been used in several groundwater-wetland studies. A steady-state, 2-D 
numerical model was used by Woo and Winter (1993) to evaluate the effect of permafrost as a confining 
layer on groundwater flow associated with wetlands. Winter (1999) used steady-state, 2-D and 3-D 
models to examine the role of surface topography», and subsurface stratigraphy on groundwater flow in 
the vicinity of wetlands. Steady-state, 3-D numerical models have been. used to investigate the 
relationship between regional groundwater flow systems and.bogs/fens in Northern Minnesota, U.S.A. 
(Siegel, 1983) and a wetland in East Anglia, U-.K. (Gilver et al., 1993). Reeve et al. (2000) used a 
steady-state, 3-D simulation to investigate factors influencing vertical groundwater flow beneath peat 
domes. Transient groundwater-wetland models have also been developed and applied by Restrepo et al. 
(1998)-and Mansell et al. (2000)._ Restrepo et al. (1998) coupled 3-D transient» groundwater flow, 
transient sheet flow across a flooded vegetated area (wetland), and flow through a stream channel. 
Mansell et al. (2000) developed and applied a transient, coupled saturated-unstaurated, 2-D model to 
study the link between groundwater and cypress ponds in the Coastal Plain pine forest region, U. S.A__. 

These groundwater-wetland modelling studies demonstrate the value of numerical models in 
understanding groundwater flow in the vicinity of wetlands. However, with the exception of the models 

I 

of Restrepo et al. (1998) and Mansell er al. (2000), previous modelling studies have used steady state 
simulations, which do not permit analysis of responses of the groundwater-wetland system to changing 
hydrological and meteorological conditions. Exi_sting groundwater models are generally limited in their 
ability to handle realistic wetlfand boundary conditions because they were not designed for this purpose. 

-1-



For example, these existing models do not simulate the increases and decreases the lateral extent of a 

wetland over the shore as its water level rises and falls, and do not simulate the formation of seepage 

faces at the wetland-shore interface. In addition, previous modelling studies did not include simulation 

ofcontarninant transport through a groundwater flow system to a wetland, or quantify both groundwater 

and solute flux. across a transient groundwater — wetland interface. 

Groundwater flow systems inthe vicinity-of wetlands and groundwater-wetland interactions are 

complex due. to a variety of‘ factors that influence this type of environment. A groundwater—wet1and 
model must accotint for these factors. The model must be able to simulate transient groundwater flow in 

’ . 

- a heterogeneous sedimentary environment, in which the distribution of hydraulic head and the ‘position 

of the water table vary in response to ‘infiltration, evapotranspiration, surface water (wetland) 

conditions, and external factors (pumping wells, drainage ditches). 
. 

The model must also account for 

changes in‘ infiltration and evapotranspiration over time and space. Because, the wetland will affect 

groundwater conditions, the model must simulate transient wetland conditions, iincludingthe fluctnating 

water levels within the wetland, changes in aerial extent due to a fliictuating shoreline (i.e., changing 

location of shorelines as water levels rise or fall), and formation and disappearance of seepage faces. 

With respect to contaminants, the model must simulate contaminant transport within the groundwater 

flow system, contaminant movement across the wetland-aquifer boundary (both into the wetland from 

the aquifer and vice versa), introduction of contaminants from a variety of source locations, and 

transient contaminant input conditions.
V 

The groundwaterewetlands‘ model presented here overcomes limitations of existing models-. The 

model can have wetlands and/or a lake located anywhere in the cross section. The model is capable of 

(1) simulating groundwater flow systems in the vicinity of wetlands; (2) "quantifying water and solute 

fluxes across the groundwater-wetland interface; (3) simulating contaminant transport within the 

groundwater flow system and release to a wetland; and (4) providing insight into various processes 

occurring in groundwater-wetland environments. The model will account for a fluctuating water table, 

the formation/disappearance of seepage faces, a heterogeneous sedimentary sequence, time-varying 

shorelines between the groundwater ‘regime and the wetland and marsh (fluctuate both vertically and 

laterally in response to changes in the size and shape of the wetland or lake level cycles). 

This model can be used to simulate groundwater flow and contaminant transport in a 2-D cross 

section in a variety of groundwater-wetland scenarios. It can be used to assess conditions at the 

groundwater-wetland interface (Figure 1.1a). It can be used to study the groundwater-wetland 

environment of a wetland in a depression of -the ground surface (Figure 1.lb), such as prairie potholes.



It can assess groundwater flow between two-wetlands ora wetland-lake environment (Figure l.1c) 

which may exist where a wetland is separated from a lake by a barrier bar 

Figure 1.1. Three scenarios that can be simulated with GW-WETLAND, (a) a groundwater—wetland 
interface, (b) a groundwater-wetland environrfnent where the wetland is in a depression, and (c) 
groundwater flow between two-wetlands or a wetland-lake environment. 

In the types of systems outlined above, the position of the water table is a concern because the 
water table will fluctuate in re'sponse to changes -in the lake/wetland levels as well as transient recharge 
and evapotranspiration. The numerical simulation of transient groundwater flow in an unconfined 
aquifer with a _fluc'tua_tj_ing water“ table can be problematic because as the water table rises or falls, the 
geometry of the flow regime changes. As a result, both the hydraulic head along the "water table and the 
geometry of the flow -system _are unknown. The water table may rise or fall as a result of several 
phenomena. First, seasonal fluctuations in recharge across the water table may result in transient 
behaviour of the water‘? table. Second, constant head boundaries (e_.-g., lakes, rivers, and marshes) may 
also behave in a transient or seasonal manner which results in a water table that changes temporally». As 
the water table rises, the size of the saturated zone increases and conversely, if the water table drops, the 
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size of the saturated zone decreases. Numerical ‘solutions that do not account. for these changes may not 

accurately simulate the system in some instances. 
AGW-WETLAND is a numerical model that can be used toisimulate fully-saturated, transient 

groundwater flow and contaminant transport in a 2-D cross section for a variety of groundwater-wetland 
scenarios as well as other problems such as the response of an aquifer to a short-term flood of a river, or 

the presence of a drainage ditch. The model makes use of the finite-element method to solve the 

transient, groundwater flow equation, and solute transport can be solved either by deterministic- 

probabilistic particle tracking or by finite—element solution to the advection-dispersion.equation. For 

groundwater flow, several different options are available for boundary conditions, including specified 

hydraulic head boundaries (e.g., seasonal changes in the water levels in a river), and precipitation and 

evapotranspiration that can change in time. 

One of the unique features of the model is the ability to simulate a water table boundary that can
I 

change both spatially and temporally. Although the model does not include flow in the unsaturated 

zone, the top surface of the finite-element mesh" is allowed conform to the position of the water table 

(Crowe et al., 1999). 
V 

Specifically, if the water table rises above a given tolerance, new nodes and 

elements can be added such that the existing“ stratigraphy is not distorted by stretching elements in the 

vertical direction. Conversely, if the water table falls below a specified tolerance, nodes and elements 

are removed from the mesh while avoiding distortion of the fmite element ‘mesh, which frequently 

results from compressing elements (Figure 1-.-2). Also, because boundary conditions can change at any 

time during the sirnulation, the position of the water table can also change in time. As a result, the finite 

element mesh may change from one time-step to thenext. 

e) ' mid c) 

imam flgggéaaa 
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Figure 1.2. The geometry of the hydrostratigraphic units modelled y the regeneration of a finite element 

mesh as the water table rises. (a) Initial grid and hydrostratigraphy, (b) grid at some later time generated 
with a method that stretches all rows of elements, and (c) grid at some later tirfne generated by our 
algorithm where nodes and elements are added.



Since the GW-WETLAND model was introduced, changes have been made to the. model in 
order to make the program more flexible with more options. This report provides a brief description of 

the changes to the numerical model GW-WETLAND including a detailed chapter on the revised input 
requirements for the program, a line-by—line input guide for the input data file, and illustrative examples 
with sample input and output files. .

I 

Although this computer program was originally created to simulate groundwater flow and 
contaminant transport in the vicinity of a wetland, it is now flexible enough to simulate various other 
scenarios. For example, when a river floods, flood waters may contain contamination that can act as a 

source for groundwater contamination, even if the duration of the flood is relatively short. The short- 
term, high water levels in the river can be simulated along with a contaminant source in the river itself 
(Shikaze and Crowe, 1998). Another scenario is groundwater flow in the vicinity of a drainage ditch, 
which is typically used to lower the water table. Also, the ditch can have water levels that can vary in 

time. In this case, the model can be used to predict the response of the water table to the presence of the 
drainage ditch as well as the water level in_the ditch (Crowe et a_l. 2000). The model has also been used 
to simulate groundwater changes at a shoreline in response to lake-level changes and wave run-up due to 
storms (Crowe et al. _2005).- These simulations were undertaken to determine if contaminates in lake 
water can infiltrate into the groundwater regime below the swash zone during a storm, and if so, how 
long will the contaminants remain once lake levels have dropped and the groundwater flow system has 
returned to pre-storm, conditions. 

This user’s guide is set up to‘provide some relevant background material, a detailed description 
of the procedure required to set up an input data file, _as well as some example test cases and data files. 
Chapter 2 describes the governing equations for groundwater flow, contaminant transport and the 
wetland model. Chapter 3 describes the numerical methods used to implement_ the governing equations. 
Chapter 4 explains the input procedure to aid in setting up the input data file. Chapter 5 provides two 
example problems that illustrate some of the features of the model. These include (1) a simulation of 
contaminant transport from a river under flood conditions, and (2) a demonstration of water levels in a 

surface water body that changes in response to calculated fluxes.. A step-by-step input guide for the 
input data file is provided in Appendix A.



2.0 GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
The computer program presented here is a two-dimensional, c'ross-sectional numerical model 

that can be used to solve the transient groundwater flow equation with options to include transient 
particle tracking (with or without dispersion) and/or solution of the advection/dispersion equation. 

Section 2.1 presents the theory for the groundwater flow‘ problem. This type of problem is often 

referred to as a ‘free-surface problem’, in which the distribution of hydraulic head and the elevation of
\ 

the water table are unknown. 

2.1 Groundwater Flow 
The model presented here is actually an extension of an existing code which was developed to 

simulate groundwater flow system changes in response to dewatering at strip mines and subsequent 
flooding of the abandoned pits (Schwartz and Crowe, 1985, 1987). The governing equations and 

boundary conditions upon which the code is" based have been described i_n detail by Neuman and 

Witherspoon (1971), and are briefly discussed here.

~ surface water 
body I,

3~ 

(I 

Figure 2.1. Schematic cross section of a typical computational domain. 

Groundwater flow is simulated in only the saturated zone ‘within a two-dimensional, 

heterogeneous cross section (S in Figure 2.1). The distribution of hydraulic head within the cross 

section is solved with the transient groundwater flow equation:
' 

h 3 . ah’ ah 
.i[1<,,a— + — Kz— = s,.— I 

. (1) 
3x 3x 

_ 
az dz at A 

where: K X = horizontal saturated hydraulic conductivity (L/'I‘) 
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K Z = vertical saturated hydraulic conductivity (L/T) 
h 2 hydraulic head (L) 
Ss = specific. storage coefficient (L1) 
tx,z = coordinates (L) - 

t = time (T) 

Boundary conditions along the left and right ends and the base of the cross section (c-d, d-e, e—f, 

respectively in Figure 2.1) are no-flow boundaries, respectively: 

ah) . ah ah 
x=0 ax x=s 

— 
az z=0 

=0 :0 (2) 

where: x=O = left boundary of the cross section 
x=‘s = right boundary of the cross section 
z‘=O = base of the cross_ section 

The upper boundary of the saturated zone (i.e., top of the computational domain) is a water table 
or free surface (a-f in Figure 2.1), and is allowed to rise and fall in response to the distribution of 
hydraulic head within the saturated domain and boundary conditions. This ensures that at all times 

during a simulation, the elevation of the water table matches the head of the water table: 

¢(x,z,t) = h(x,z,t) 
‘ 

(3) 

where: (D elevation of the node at the free surface (L) 

The surface of the groundwater flow system. can have two types of boundary conditions; a specified 
head (1“ type or Dirichlet) boundary and a specified flux (2“d type or Neurnann) boundary. A specified 
head boundary condition at the water table sets the value of hydraulic head at the water to a 

predeterrnine value, which is equal to the elevation of the water table at that point. 

h(x,z,z)=H(x,z.r)=z(x) 
' 

(4) 

where: H = the prescribed value of hydraulic head at the water table (L) 
z = elevation of the node at the water table (L) 

To maintain the position of the water table at a given elevation, the amount of flux across a specified 
head boundary will be automatically determined according to the gradient between specific value of 
hydraulic head at the water table and the value of hydraulic head at the adjacent node. A specified flux 
boundary at the water table will allow the groundwater flow system to gain water through infiltration 

. and lose water through evapotranspiration. Both infiltration and evapotran_sp_ira_tio'n are variable with



time and location along‘ the water table, including times when there is no infiltration or 

evapotranspiration-: 

ah ah 
[ 

ah]
t 

K): —’ -+ Z 
= I — E T - -—.- 5 

ax az V at
" 

where: I i rate of infiltration across the free surface (L/T) 
ET = rate of evapotranspiration across the free surface (L/T) 
S = specific yield ‘

Y 

The value of the hydraulic head at the water table-, and hence the elevation of the water table will be 

automatically detennined by the specified flux crossing the water table. 

The model also simulates the formation and removal of seepage-face boundaries at_ the edge of 

the wetland (a-b in Figure 2.1). Seepage faces form when the water table rises to the ground surface, 

‘and there "is an outward flux from the saturated domain across this boundary. The value of hydraulic 

head ‘is set equal to the elevation of the-ground surface: 

h(x.z.r)= z(x) <6) 

where: Z = elevation of the ground surface (L) 

Because equation (1) is defined on a transient basis, initial hydraulic heads must be defined for 

the entire domain, and the initial elevation of the water table must also be specified». The initial 

conditions are: 

h(x,z.t=0)=h,,(x,z) 
' 

l 

(7) 

¢(x,.z,0) =¢,,(..x.z) 
a (8) 

where: ¢ _= the elevation of the free surface (a-f in Figure 2.1), above a datum (L), 

¢0 = the initial elevation of the free surface (L), 

ho = the _initial hydraulic head throughout the domain (L). 

Because both the distribution of hydraulic head within the saturated zone and the geometry of 

the computational domain (i.e., position of the water table) are unlmown at each time step, the solution 

_ 
for is non-linear and requires an iterative approach. During each time step, hydraulic heads within the 

saturated domain and along the water table are calculated and the heads along the water table are 

compared to the elevation‘ of the nodes. The elevation of each node along the water table is then 

adjusted. A solution is achieved when, for all nodes along the water table, the residual between the 
K
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value of hydraulic head and the elevation of the node is less than a preset- convergence criterion (Crowe 
et al., 1999): 

residual = x,z,t)'-h( x.z,t )] (9) 

In the following simulations a value convergence criterion of 0.01 In was selected. Although a smaller 
value will produce a numerical solution that is slightly more accurate, it will increase the number of 
iterations and the.tirne required for convergence during a time step. 

2.2 Wetland/Surface Water Model 
a 
The model can simulate a variety of single or multiple surface water bodies along the surface of 

the groundwater flow‘ system (e.g., a wetland, lake, or river) within a 2-D cross sectional domain. The 
surface water bodies may expand and contract with respect to both water levels and lateral extent along 
the shore line due to changing nieteorological, hydrological, and groundwater conditions. 

Surface water bodies are represented by a transient specified head boundary along the top of the 
computational domain where it intersects the ground surface (b-c in Figure 2.1). The values of 
hydraulic head are equal to the water level of the surface water body and may change at each time step: 

H(x,z,t) = L0‘) ‘ 

. (10) 

where: L = elevation of the surface of water in the surface water body (L) 

As the surface water- body rises, the nodes along the surface of the computational domain are 
switched from free nodes to specified head nodes to represent the lateral extent of the surface water 
body. Conversely, as water levels in the surface water body fall, nodes at an elevation above the new 
surface of the surface water body are converted from specified head to free nodes. ' 

If the water level of 
the surface water body falls below the ground surface (i.e., the surface water body becomes dry), all 
specified head nodes along the ground surface become free nodes (equation (3)). 

Fluctuations in the surface area and water levels in the surface water body can be simulated in 
two ways, depending upon whether (a) the user wishes to use a long-terrn and known record of water 
levels of the surface water body to control groundwater flow conditions, or (b) the user wishes to use the 
groundwater flow conditions to simulate surface water body water level fluctuations (no available long- 
term record). In the first case, the known history of water level fluctuations can be entered, thus 

9 

defining the water level of the surface water body at each time step throughout the simulation as a 
transient specified head boundary. In this case the user—d_efined water levels of the surface water body 
control groundwater fluxes across the wetland-aquifer boundary. 
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In the second case, the water level of the surface water body at each time step is not defined by 

the user but calculated by the model based on groundwater fluxes ‘across the surface water body—aquifer 

boundary. Under these conditions, the change in the volume of water in the surface water body per unit 

width is calculated from precipitation and evaporation occurring at the surface of the surface water body 

and groundwater flux across the sediment-surface water body interface (i.e., into and out of the 

groundwater flow system): 
'dV """"‘ 

___ = Zqi'Fie + Pt'At ‘_ Et'Az (11) 
dt i=1 

where: V A= volume of the surface water body per unit width during at time step (L3/L) 

q, .= groundwater flux across element at the surface water-sediment interface (L/T) 
F.‘ ; area per unit width of an element at the surface water sediment interface (L2/L) 
nelm = number of elements along the surface water—groundwater domain ‘interface 
P, = precipitation falling directly on the surface water body at time t (L/T) 

A, r‘= surface area of the surface water body per unit width at time t ("L2/L) 

E, = evaporation directly from the surface of the surface water body at time t (IJT) 

Based on the user—defm_ed geometry of the base of the surface water body and its maximum 

possible water level, the model calculates a water-level-to-volume curve. This curve is then used to 

adjust the elevation of the surface of the water body and its surface area given the change in volume of 

water within the surface water body. Specified head nodes are then added or removed as described 

above, 

2.3 Contaminant Transport 
Both advective and dispersive contaminant transport are simulated by a numerical solution to 

the two-dimensional advection-dispersion equation: 

8c 3 3 8 ac 3c 3 ac ac : = ___ _. -__ .. Y— __ f. ._'- _ 2k‘ 
31‘ ax (V) a az 

(vzc) + ax ii)“ ax 
+ D“ azi+ az ib“ ax 

J’ D“ 
azi 

"C (12) 

where: c = concentration of the contaminant (M/L?) 
vx ,vz = the average linear groundwater velocity in the x and z directions (‘L/T) 

D = hydrodynamic dispersion tensor (L2/1‘) 

k,, = the chemica_1 rate constant for reaction n. 

The groundwater velocities can be determined at each time step once the hydraulic heads have 

been solved based on: 
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-,9.-genius: 

where: 0 =porosity 

The amount of mass in the system can be reduced over time through the ‘non-reversible first- 
order degradation reaction: 

dc ' 

.

‘ — = —k -t - 14 
A 

dt V 

( ) 

where: k ‘ = degradation rate (T1) 

The degradation rate is defined as: 

_ 0-693 
t1/2 } 

k (15) 

where: 21,2 A 

= the contaminant half-life (.T) 
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3.0 NUMERICAL METHODS 
3.1 Mesh Generation and Modification 

The -two-dimensional form of the transiient groundwater flow equation (equation (1)), subject to 
initial and boundary conditions (equations (2) — (8)), is solved in a vertical cross section using a 

s_tanda'rd finite-element technique. The finite element equations are formulated using the standard 

Galerkin method (Finder and Gray, 1977) utilizing triangular finite elements. The algorithm for 

generating the finite element is gover"ned‘by: ‘ 

0 the position of the water table can rise or fall overtime as a result of boundary conditions that 

can change in time; 
i I 

0 all nodes along thewater table are located at ¢(x, t) = h(x,t); 
0 hydrostratigraphic unit boundaries within the saturated zone are always located at nodes. 

To account for changes in the shape of the flow domain, the method presented here involves a 

combination of a‘ limited stretching of elements and/or the addition or removal of nodes and elements 

along the water table. If the change in the position of the water table is small with respect tothe vertical 

- grid spacing, the elements along the water table are stretched or compressed. If the change in position is 

large with respect to the vertical grid spacing, new elements and nodes are ‘added or removed. The 

procedure for adding or removing nodes or elements during. a transient simulation is summarized below. 

For a more detailed explanation of the procedure, the user is referred to Crowe et al. (1999). 

Because both the elevation of the water table and hydraulic heads are unknown, an iterative solution 

is required to locate the position of the water table. At the beginning of each time step, the elevation, of 

the nodes along the water table is fifxed and the hydraulic heads within the flow domain are calculated 

(Figures 3.1a, 3.1 g). The difference between the elevation and the calculated head for each node along 

the water table is then examined. If the sum of the differences at all nodes is greater than a user- 

specified convergence tolerance, the nodes along the water table are repositioned‘ vertically to a location 

corresponding to the calculated valueof hydraulic head (the _x-position remains constant). Because only 

the nodes along the water table are allowed to move, only the top row of elements is stretched or 

compressed. Changing the vertical dimension of an element produces a new vertical spacing of AQ for 

the top layer of’ elements (Figures 3.lb,' 3.1h). All remaining elements below the uppermost row of 

elements remain at a constant vertical spacing of A2. At the end of each iteration, numerical 

convergence is tested by calculating a residual based on the difference between the head and the
» 

elevation of the nodes along the water table (see equation (9)). Convergence is attained. when the 
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residual is less than a user—defn_1ed tolerance. Moving to the next time step, the process is repeated and 
the mesh is allowed to change again (Figures 3,.lc, 3.1e, 3._1i, and 3.1k). 

+ve flux +ve flux +ve flux 
(recharge) (re_chajrge_) (recharge) 

amiiimiiimiiimiiimiiimiiimm

~

~ 

start time step 1 end time step I start time step 2 end time step 2 start time step 3 end time step 3 

a h c. d e. pfi 
—ve flux -ve flux -ve flux 

(dra.i_nag”e) (drainage) (drainage) 

++f +++ +++ +++ +f+ iii‘ 

~~ ~ _. ____ ’ m * )»-w~.o.« ¢,w%»¢§« is. 
start time step I end time step 1 start time step 2 end time step 2 start time step 3 end time step 3 

9 h L L i K L 

Figure 3.1,. Schematic diagramiof‘ the development of a new mesh. a.-f shows the addition of new nodes 
and elements; g-l shows the removal of nodes and elements. 

The procedure outl_ined above is used with many finite-element codes thatallow the grid to 
deform as the shape of the flow domain changes. However, in our method-,- at the beginning of each new 
time step, if an element has been stretched. more than 1/4Az beyond the regular vertical grid spacing 

(AC > 5/4 A2), we form a new node and a new element. The new node is inserted at the regular Az 
spacing, and the new element is inserted along the water table with a vertical element spacing of Agnew 2 

AC_,.,1d 
- Az (Figure 3.1e). If an element stretches less than 1/4Az beyond the regular grid spacing 

(AC < 5/4Az), only the top two elements are stretched, and a new node is not inserted (Figure 3.1b). 
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Similarly, if a node at the water table declines by more than 3/4A2 of the regular grid spacing 

(AC < 1'/4Az), the node immediately below this water table node is removed (Figure 3.1k). If the decline 

of a water table node is less than 3/4Az, the z-position of this node is simply lowered to the current value, 

thereby compressing the finite element, with no removal of nodes or elements (Figure 3.1h). 

Because all elements_, except those at the water table, are rhaintained at the original vertical grid 

spacing of A2, unit boundaries remain unchanged (see Figure 3.1c). The only instance where the mesh 

may not coincide with the unit boundaries occurs when the water table passes into a new geologic unit. 
Initially, thechanges in the water table elevation may result in water-table elements stretching less than 
1/4Az. If the stretched node exists at the interface between two units, the stratigraphy will not be 

preserved because new elements are not formed and the new stratigraphic unit will not exist in the 
model. With time, the water table may continue to rise to 

a’ 
point where a new element will form, at 

which time the stratigraphy willrbe once again be accurately represented. The error resulting from this 

slight misrepresentation is small. Once the new elements‘ form, element boundarieswill be placed at the 
proper Az spacing. Hence, the error will likely be insignificant. 

3.1.1 Limitations with the Mesh Generation Method 
Convergence problems can develop when the water table moves through a boundary between 

geologic units that have a large contrast in hydraulic conductivity. For example, if the water table 

rises from a unit of low to one of high hydraulic conductivity, the elements in the lower-K unit will 

stretch until the hydraulic heads increase beyond 1-/4Az. After this, new water-table elements will form, 
but these new elements will have thehigher K value assigned to them, and the low K elements will 
shrink to the regular element size. Because these new elements have a higher K, the hydraulic head 
along the water table can decrease resulting in a drop in the water table. If these high-K elements shrink 

to below 3/442, they will be removed and the low-K elements will be stretched upwards. This can result 

in an increase in the hydraulic head and consequently, the formation of a new high-K element again. 
This entire sequence may repeat itself and convergence may not be achieved. - As a_ result, the water 

table will oscillate at the node(s) in question. 

Two solutions are provided to rectify this problem. First, an algorithm is included within the 

code that identifies this type of oscillation. With the first solution, the criterion for forming a new 

element is decreased from 1/4Az to 1/1oAz, and the criterion for removing an element is increased from 

3/4Az to 9/1oAz for the current time step. After the water table rises across the boundary between low-K 

elements and high-K elements, a new element will form. However, when the water table subsequently 
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falls due to the new h_igh—K element, the element willvnot be removed. This solution results in 

convergence in most cases. 

In some cases where the contrast in hydraulic conductivity of the two units is very large, the 

above solution may still not result in convergence. In this case, we recommend that the user change the 
hydraulic‘ conductivity of the cell containing the element where oscillation is occurring. We recommend 
that the user start with a value of hydraulic conductivity that is halfway between, those of the two 

adjacent units. 
_ 
This second solution will always result in convergence. 

-3.2 Contaminant Transport Methods
, 

The program solves the solute transport equation with two different methods. The first method 

is based on a particle tracking method or also known as a deterministic-probabilistic solute transport 

model (Ahlstrom et al., 1977; Schwartz, 1978; Schwartz and Crowe, 1980, Prickett et al., 1981). In this 

method, particles, which are assigned a contaminant mass, are added to the system. Advection is 

simulated by tracking the particles through time based on the transient groundwater flow field. 
Dispersion is added to the particle motion by adding a random component to the deterministic particle 

track. In the second method, a standard Galerkin finite element scheme (Pinder and Gray, 1977) 

provides a direct solution to the advection-dispersion equation, whereby advection and dispersion are 

solved simultaneously 

Two methods are provided here because each method has its own advantages. For cases where 
dispersion is very low (i.e., systems that are dominated by advection), the deterministic-probabilistic 

routine ‘will provide a more stable solution because it is not subject to constraints that restrict the 

Galerkin method such as time step or.‘ element shape (i.e., the Peclet and Courjant stability criteria). This 

routine can also be used in cases where dispersion is completely neglected (i.e., particle tracking). In 

addition the particle tracking method can produce the path of advective transport of the contaminant via 

the particle locations at each time step,’ where as the Galerkin method produces only a distribution of 

solute concentrations within all of the elements. The advantage of the Galerkin method is that 

dispersion is calculated directly using both dispersivity the porous media and solute diffusion as 

separate input parameters, whereas dispersion in the particle tracking method is calculated as a ‘random’ 

component utilizing only dispersion coefficients that could incorporate both dispersivity and diffusion. 

Hence, dispersion is more accurately represented with the Galerkin method than with the particle 
tracking method because it is not subject to a. random component. This in turn means the Galerkin 

method produces a better estimate of the distribution of solute concentrations within a cross section. 

Also, in our code, the Galerkin method can include simple retardation processes. 
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3.2.1 Deterrninistic-Probabilistic Mass Transport 
The particle tracking method does not directly solve the mass transport equation,. but simulates 

the spread of a dissolved contaminant in‘ groundwater. In this method, contaminants are represented as 

particles, each with an X-. and z—coordinate and each with an assigned mass. The total mass of the all the 

particles represents the total mass of the contaminant. The particles are added to the system at a source 
location within the saturated domain. 

The first step with this method is to solve for the groundwater velocities in‘ each of the 

triangular finite elements using equation (13) (Figure 3.2a), Based on the horizontal and vertical 

groundwater velocities, a net groundwater velocity in the direction of groundwater flow is calculated by: 

u ..=. ‘I/vi + V: 
V 

« (16) 

where: u 2 the net groundwater velocity in the direction of groundwater flow (L/T) 

“"7; 

(b) 

a sweet‘ it 

(C) 

dispe 

Figure 3.2. Schematic diagram illustrating the movement of particles through (a) the groundwater velocity 
field, by (b) advective transport and (c) dispersive transport. 

Next, advection transport is simulated through the movement of the particles through time 
: within the transient" groundwater flow field- Each particles moves in the direction of groundwater flow 
and a distance as defined by the magnitudes of horizontal (v,,) and vertical (vz) velocities, and the ' 
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direction of the hydraulic gradient as calculated for each of the triangular finite elements (equation 

(13)), as well as the size of the time step (Figure 3.2b). This advective displacement represents the 

deterministic component of contaminant transport and is calculated by: 

x, = x,_, + vxAt . (17) 

z, = z,_, +v_zAt' 

where: x, = the new x (horizontal) position of the particle due to advection (L) 
x,_1 = the x position of the particle during the previous time step (L) 
Z; = the new z (vertical) position of the particle due to advection (L) 
z,. 1' = the z position of the particle during the previous time step (L) 
At = the size of‘ the time step (T) 

After the particles have moved due to advective transport, the particles are moved by dispersion. 
Hydrodynamic dispersion i_s incorporated into the particle motion by adding a random component to the 
advection particle motion (Figure 3.2c). This random motion is related to the dispersive characteristics 
of the porous medium which represents the randomitortuosity of the pore space. The new particle 
locations arising from dispersion are calculated by (Ahlstrom et al.,. 1977):~ 

. v . v x,=x"‘+x-—"+z-—‘ 
, (18) 

' u ‘ u ’
‘ 

nu - V v V 
zt : Z + x ._Z. + Z ._E. 

‘ u u 

where: x, = new particle position in the x direction due to dispersion (L) 
: = the horizontal particle position due to advection, defined as above (L) 

z‘, = new particle position in the z direction due to dispersion (L) 
Z: = the vertical particle position due‘ to advection, defined as above (L)

I = particle displacement in the x,- direction due to dispersion as defined below (L)x 
z = particle displacement in the x,~ direction due to dispersion as defined below (L)J 

The distance that a particle moves due to dispersive motion is related to the dispersivity characteristics 
of the porous medium. A random number is used to account for the tortuosity of the porous medium; 

xi =,/élzif-ii}-(o:5—§2) (19) 

z’ =,/241), -At -(0.542) 

where: D, = the longitudinaldispersion coefficient (L2/T) 
D, = the transverse dispersion coefficient (L2/T) 
£2 = a random number between 0 and 1 
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The longitudinal and transverse dispersioncoefficients are defined as: 

‘ D, =<x,|u| (20) 

D, = On, 

where: 0:, .= the longitudinal dispersivity (L)
i 

ot, 5 the transverse dispersivity (L) 

When only advection and dispersion act on the contaminants the quantity of. mass associated ' 

with each particle remains co_n_sta_nt over time. However, when degradation occurs it is necessary to 

reduce the quantity of mass assigned to each reference particle at the end of ‘each time step: 

mix = me, -e‘’‘‘’ , 

(21) 

( where: m,-_, = the mass of particle i during the present time step (M) 
m,-,,_, =-= the mass’ of particle i during the previous time step (M) 

' k = the degradation rate (T'1) 
?t = size of the time step (T) 

Calculation of actual contaminant concentrations requires that the flow domain be divided into 
‘cells’. Each cell is rectangular in shape and is composed of two adjacent triangular finite elements. 

During each time step, the number of particles in a given cell is changed by having particles either enter 

or leave the cell. By summing the mass carried by all particles in a given cell and by determining the 
volume of water in the cell, the contaminant concentration in the cell can be calculated by: 

Cc = (Z .pi‘,0mi,0 + pj',inmj,in 
_ 

pk,out’--nk,ou1

9 

where: C, = the concentration of ‘a contaminant in the cell (M/L3) 
pm = the number of particles in a cell at the start of the time step 
p,-,,~,, = the number of particles entering the cell during the time step 
plcout = the number of particles leaving the cell during the time step 
m = the mass of a particle (M) 
V = the volume of the cell (L3) 
9 = the porosity 

The contaminant source may be placed at a variety of locations, such as at the water table (e.g., 

may represent a spill on the surface), along the entire wetland-‘groundwater interface (e.g., represents 

contaminated surface water), and within the saturated domain (e.g., at a well). However, only a fixed- 

source concentration (1“ type or Dirichlet) boundary condition can be used, but the source may be 

turned on or off during a simulation. When the wetland-groundwater interface is specified as the 
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contaminant, source, the size of the source zone will change in proportion to fluctuations in the size 

(elevation, shoreline) of the wetland. 

Output from the model, using this method, consists of both contaminant concentrations within 
each element, and the location of the particles. Because the X-' and z-position of each individual particle 

is known within the domain, the distribution of contaminant mass (e.g., the distribution of contaminant 
particles) can also be determined. This can be used to track the advectiveland dispersive transport 

through the groundwater regime over time. 

3,2,2 Galerkin Method for Solution to the Advection-Dispersion Equation 
Contaminant transport can be simulated by use of the standard Galerkin finite element solution 

(see for e.g., Finder and Gray, 1977). In this case, at each time step, the same finite element mesh that 
was used for the groundwater flow solution is used for the advection-dispersion equation. In this 

method, both the advective and the dispersive components are solved simultaneously, rather‘ than 

separately, as they are in the deterministic-probabilistic method presented in the previous section. The 
method presented here also includes simple, first-order degradation, as well as retardation. 

The advection-dispersion equation used for this solution is given as: 

3?-_i& .i&3_C _ a ‘at’ a:c_}(R.cj+3x,[R'axJ 
"° v ‘23’ 

where: A the degradation constant (T4) 

In this solution, the hydrodynamic dispersion tensor is given by: 
‘ 

. 2 
. agvf agvz D = D 7+ + "” 

lul 
, 

Iul 

2 2 

DR = D*r+ a‘v" + a’vZ (24)
. 

I"! I“! 

v..v.. 

lul 

where: Di’. = the free-solution diffusion coefficient (L2/T) 
T »= the tortuosity of the porous medium 

Dxz=-DzxA=(a'l_(zt) 

Currently, only first-type, or Dirichletboundary condition can be specified in the program. This 
allows the user to specify a fixed-source concentration at any location within the computational domain.

v 
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In the current version of the code, the solute source must be present throughout the duration of the 

simulation and the location and rate of application of contaminant of the source must remain constant. 

3.2.3 Stability of the Contaminant Transport Methods 
Numerical stability of‘ the solution of the advection-dispersion equation can be controlled by 

examination of’ the well-known Courant and Peclet criteria. Although these criteria were originally 

developed for the simpler one-dimens‘iona_l solution, they may be used as a guideline for the stability of
I 

the two-dimensional solution provided here. These criteria do not control the outcome of the solution; 

however, the maximum values for each criterion as well as the element number where the maximum is 

occurring are printed to the outputfile to aid the user in determining why a particular solution has failed 

or resulted in a questionable solution.
I 

The Peclet Number (P) can be calculated for each element and for each of the horizontal and 

vertical directions as follows: 

Px = 
vxAx 

I D” ' 

- (25) g=“& 
Du 

As a guideline, these values should be less than about 2. The Courant number (C) can also be 

determined for each element -and for each direction: 

q=%§ 
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A final criterion used in the program isvthe aspect ratio (A), which is defined as: 
D 2 

A = “AZ 
. 

v 

, (27) 
D,,Ax2 

The Peclet and Courant parameters ensure that the distance the solute moves within a given time 

step does not exceed the size of the element itself. As a guideline, these two parameters should not 

exceed 1. It should be noted that minor‘ violation of the Peclet and Courant criteria may not result in 

numerical problems in some instances. Although no strict guidelines for the aspect ratio exist, 

experience has shown that the aspect ratio should fall within the range of 0.01 to 100. 
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3.3 Internal Calculation of Water Levels in Surface-‘water Bodies 
The user has two options relating to water levels in surface-water bodies: (1) if the water-level 

history of a surface-water boundary is known, the user can specify this history as a known, time- 

dependent boundary condition for the water body or (2) the user can let the model calculate the transient 
water levels in the surface-watejr body, in response to fluxes at the gr“ou'ndw‘ater.-surface water interface 

as well as precipitation and evaporation fluxes. In the first case, the user must enter values for these 

water levels, as either constant or variable in time- Thus, the user must always know the water level in 
the surface water body before the simulation co1,nme'nced. 

Alternatively, the user can allow the model to calculate, at each time step, the water level of the 
surface—water body. This calculated water level will rise or fall depending on water fluxes along the 
groundwater—surface water interface as well as precipitation, all of which can vary in time. If the user 

chooses to allow the program to calculate water levels, and once the user specifies the location of a 

surface water body, the program will calculate a function for the volume-to-water-level of the surface 
water body. This function is based on the geometry of the base of the surface-water body, and volumes 

are calculated for vertical increments in water level of 0.25Ax. This function is only calculated once, at 

the start of the simulation, and is used at the end of each time step to calculate the new water level, as 
based on the volumetric fluxes to/from the groundwater flow system as well as precipitation. 

At the end of each time step (once hydraulic heads are calculated), the program calculates water 
fluxes along the interface between the groundwater flow system and the surface water boundary. Given 
the time-step size, a volume of water added to (or removed from) the surface water body (from/to 
groundwater) is determined. In addition to this, a volume of water is added to the surface water body 
from precipitation. These new volumes are added to (or subtracted from) the existing volume of water 
in the surface water body, and from this new volume, a new water level is determined from the volume- 
to—water-level function for the surface water boundary. This new water level is then used as the new 
boundary condition for the next time step, with constant head nodes being added or removed depending 
on the new value of head in the surface water body. The program then proceeds to the next time step. 

The user must specify an initial and maximum water level for the surface ‘water’ body. In the 

case of‘ a rising water level, once this maximum is reached, the water level can rise no finther. The 
water level can, however, decline from this maximum level if‘ conditions are such to allow a water-level 
drop.- The water level in the surface water body may also decline to the point where the water body 
dries completely. If this ‘occurs, there will be no constant head nodes associated with this surface water. 
body. If conditions change, this water body can resaturate, and constant head nodes will be added. 
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Also, the user enters values for recharge for the simulation and these values can change in both 

space and time. These recharge values are also used as precipitation fluxes to the surface-water bodies. 

3.4 Contaminant Source Associated with a Surface-water Boundary 
The user can specify whether or not a surface-water boundary is a contaminant source zone. 

For example, this could be used to evaluate the potential for a river to contaminate an adjacent aquifer 

(Shikaze and Crowe, 1998). The user has two options by which’ to simulate solute transport. 

~ Advantages and disadvantages each option are the same as presented in section 2.1.4. 

The first solute transport option is particle tracking. If this option is chosen, particles are added 

to each element that is in contact with the surface-water boundary for a length of time that is user- 

specified. As the water level in the surface-water body rises, the number of elements that represent the 

contaminant source Zone may increase (the model will detect this automatically). Moreover, when the 

water level in the surface-water body falls, the number of contaminant-source elements may be reduced. 

The user specifies a_single value for the number of particles that are to be added to each cell (Note: each 

cell consists of two triangular finite elements). 

The second solute-transport option is the Galerkin solution to the advection-dispersion equation," 

In this formulation, the same mesh that was used for the groundwater flow solution is used for the 
advection-dispersion solution. at each time step (and this mesh, as mentioned previously, can change in 

time). If the user selects this option, nodes associated with the surface-water body are set as first-type 

concentration nodes for a period of‘ time that is specified by the user. Also, as the water level in the 

surface-water body rises or falls, the number of first-type concentration nodes associated with the 

surface-water body will increase or decrease, respectively. The user can specify the start and end times 

at which the contaminant source zone will be turned on and off, respectively.- 

The user can specify either method for solute transport from a surface-water boundary. Results 

(i._e., cell concentrations for particle tracking: nodal concentrations for finite-element solution) can be 

viewed in a manner as for the particle-tracking or advection-dispersion results. 

» 3.5 Drainage Ditches 
GW—WETLAND has the ability to include drainage ditches along the ground surface of the 

computational domain. This option is included to simulate the effectiveness of ditches at draining 

adjacent zones of peat (Crowe et al., 2000). In this example, the purpose of the drainage ditches was to 

lower the water table in the peat unit between two ditches such that the peat could be mined. 
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For this new option, the ground surface elevation for each column of nodes is entered as before. 
However, the user can then specify a surface ditch with vertical walls anywhere in the domain. This 

input overrides the previously entered ground surface data. In the previous version of the code (Shikaze 

and Crowe, 1999), if the user desired a drainage ditch, the elevation and location of the ditch would 
have to be entered using the ground-surface elevation input. In the case of a deep ditch, a portion of the 

finite—element mesh is actually removed from the domain to accurately represent the ditch. 
Also, the ditch can have water levels that can change in time. This feature can be useful for 

simulating conditions that change annually or seasonally. The water-level h_isto1‘_'y for the ditch -is 

entered in a manner similar to that for surface water bodies. As the water level in the ditch rises, 
additional nodes along the walls of the ditch may be turned ‘on’ as constant head nodes. Similarly, as 

the water level in the ditch falls, some nodes along the walls.of the ditch may be turned ‘off’ as constant 
head nodes (this is done automatically by the program), 

The ditch must exist during the entire simulation; a ditch cannot be added in the middle of a 

transient simulation, and cannot be filled at any later time. A future addition to the program will be to 
allow a re-filling of the ditch at some time during the sjifmulation. This could be used to simulate, for 
example, the restoration of water levels in adjacent peat units by refilling the drainage ditches. t 

3.6 Other Features 
3.6.1 Pumping Wells ' 

The program allows pumping/injection wells to be added by specifying a node or group of 
nodes as second-type nodes with the pumping/injection rate specified by the user. These nodes are 
chosen by specifying. the x- and ‘z-coordinates of a rectangle inside which all nodes will be assigned the 
specified flux. These pumping nodes can be turned off and/or on at any time during the simulation. 

3.6.2 Spatially variable specific yield
V 

Specific yield can be entered to vary for each different hydrostratigraphic unit-, in the same way 
that parameters such as hydraulic conductivity, porosity specific storage coefficient can vary. This 
modification to the program offers more flexibility, and was specifically implemented for use _in an 
application that involved the study of water table fluctuations in a peat material where hydraulic 
properties, including specific yield, were known vary spatially. 
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3.6.-3 Fluid Mass'Balance
_ 

A fluid mass balance can be calculated at each time step-.» Fluid fluxes can be calculated at all 

first-type (i.-e,._, constant-head) nodes. The sum of these fluxes in addition to the sum of the fluxes at 

second-type nodes (i.e., recharge and pumping wells) is then compared to the change in fluid mass 

storage for the time step in question. For fluid mass to be conserved, the change in fluid mass storage 

for a given time step should equal the sum of the fluidfluxes into and out of the computational domain. 

3.6.4 Seepage Faces 
I 

Seepage faces can form if the water table reaches ground surface. If a seepage node forms at the 

water table, the node becomes a constant head node, with the value of hydraulic head set equal to the 

elevation of the ground surface. If conditions are such that the water table is falling in time, the seepage 

face may disappear. The program checks for this by examining the fluid flux at the seepage node. If the 

flux is negative (i.e., water is exiting: the domain at this point), the node remains a constant-head node. 

If, however, the flux is positive, the seepage node is changed from a constant-head node to a free node. 

3.65 Dynamic memory allocation 
GW-WETLAND automatically detects the size of most arrays that will be required for each

' 

specific simulation. As a result, the user does not need to worry about re-dimensioning most arrays 

prior to each new grid. Moreover, this dynamic memory allocation allows» the program to be more 

efficient in terms of memory use, as arrays are only dimensioned as large as the need to be (in 

comparison with the older version, where some arrays may be much larger than required, thereby 

wasting significant memory, and thereby slowing the program and increasing simulation times). The 

user may still be required to re-dimension some arrays because in some cases, the required size of these 

arrays will not be known until the simulation is nearly complete. For these few arrays, we have 

specified values that should be large enough for most simulations (Appendix A4). However, in some 

cases, the user may be required to re-dimension the array and recompile the FORTRAN program. 
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4.0 OPERATION OF THE MODEL 
This chapter des_cribes the requirements and procedure for running the model. A detailed User’s 

Guide, including step-by-step instructions for setting up the input data files, is shown in Appendix A. 

4.1 Computing. Requirements 
The model has been programmed in FORTRAN, and compiled with Microsoft PowerStation, 

version 4.0. Some of the utilities in the code make "use of functions that are specific to Microsoft 
PowerSta_t_ion, and thus if the user wants to compile the code with another FORTRAN compiler, they 
should contact the authors before doing so. The system requirementsare:

‘ 

0 Pentium proce_ssor (166 MHz is recommended as the minimum) 
0 32 MB RAM (actual memory requirements will depend on the size of the problem) ‘ 

‘O A hard disk with at least 40 MB free. 
The executable program runs in a DOS environment. It is recommended that the user open a DOS- 
window from MS Windows (95, 98*, NT, 2000, XP) to run the program. Output files are in ASCII 
format, and specific outputs are designed to be used by GridBuilder (Mclaren, 1998) for visualization. 

4.2 Dimensioning of the Arrays 
Most arrays are dimensioned internally with each simulation; the user should not have to re- 

dimension ‘arrays for larger simulations. However, some -arrays are_still includedin the ‘PELEEJNC’ 
file, and need re-dimensioning. Appendix A4 lists parameters that may require re-dimensioning. 
These parameters have been set to values that should be large enough to handle most simulations. 

4.3 .If.lpl.1.l:Oper'ati0ns
_ 

This section describes the data requirements for input to the model. The complete input guide, 
which includes a detailed line-by-line description of the input data files, is shown in Appendix A. 

The user has the option of undertaking the simulations using either English or metric units for 
length. However, units of time must be in days and units of mass must be in milligrams. We 
recommend units of metres/days/milligrams, and the examples provided in this report use these units. 
Appendix A.5 surrunarizes input parameters that have units as well as acceptable combinations of units. 

Although the input data file is in ASCII fomiat, there are several features that make creating and 
editing this file easier. For example, any line within the data file that begins with a ''!'V' is taken to be a 

comment line, and is ignored by the program. Also, on any given line, comments can be added after the 
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input parameters by typing a ";". The program will ignore anythingthat follows the semi-colon. This 

feature can be useful when the user wishes to add comments throughout the input file to aid in finding 

their way through the file.
A 

' 

The first information that the user must enter is a one-line title or problem identifier (title). 

can be used to provide a description of both the input data set and the output. Twenty-four 

program control parameters (o_ption(‘n)) are used _to control the nature of the simulation and the type of 

output generated. If the user wishes to choose one of the particular" functions, option should be set to 

".TRUE_." (A value of ".FALSE." indicates that the option or-’ output is not required). The user has the 

option of running various routines, such as: 

option(5) : calculate heads 

option(12) : generate hydraulic gradients (including direction) for each cell 

op'tion(15) :— calculate the velocity in each element 

optio’n(1 : run mass transport simulation using particle tracking)
» 

option(24) :5 run mass transport simulation using the finite-e1ernentGalerkin method 

The finite element grid and hydraulic head distribution are automatically calculated at the 

beginning of the simulation - based on initial information supplied by the user — as well as at each 

subsequent time step. Information about the mesh and domain may be output to a file at each time step: 

Option(1) : node coordinates 

option(2) : finite. element incidences 

option(3) : hydraulic conductivity and storativity of the element 

Opti0n(6) : nodal hydraulic heads 

option(1-3) : hydraulic gradients inc_1jud_ing direction 

option(18) : particle and concentration distributions 
T option(23) : coordinates of particles and associated mass 

It is worth noting that if these options are turned on, the- resulting output files can be. quite large. 

The following information may be output to files that could be used for plotting (e. g. with GfidBLtilder): 

option(4.), : nodal coordinates and element incidences 

o'ption(7) : head di_stribut_ion' at each time step
‘ 

option(8) : head distribution at the final time step only 

optio'n(14) : hydraulic gradients 

option(1.6) : velocity field (vertical and horizontal) 

option(1§) :1 concentrations and distribution of reference particles 

opti'on(20) : distribution of reference particles 
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These options allow the user to control aspects of a simulation and check its convergence: 

option(9) 
p 

: print water table convergence information \ 

option(1 O) : input final heads from a previous run to continue a simulation 
option(11) : output final heads to continue the simulation 

option(21) : output the final distribution of particles to continue a simulation
_ 

option(22) : input the 'f'mal distribution of particles to continue a simulation 

The grid for themodel is constructed of an array of nodes and elements. This grid is 

constructed within the program according to the user's input parameters. The user must specify the 
number of rows (nrow) and columns (ncol) of nodes and the vertical (delz) and horizontal (Xe) 
spacing between nodes. The vertical node spacing is the same for each row of cells, but the horizontal 
node spacing may be constant or variable. If the horizontal grid spacing is constant, set va_r_x to 

.TRUE. and enter one value for xe, else set va_r_x to .FALSE. and enter the different values of xe. 
The horizontal and vertical grid spacings are used to create a mesh of cells, where each cell consists of 2 
triangular finite elements.

. 

The cross s‘ection may contain up to 9 different hydrostratigraphic units (ngeoli), each with 
unique values of horizontal ‘and vertical hydraulic conductivity (khOr2, kvert), storativity (stor), 

specific yield (specyd), porosity (por), longitudinal dispersivity (disperl), and transverse dispersivity 
(dlspert). These hydrostratigraphic units are used to represent the stratigraphy of the subsurface from 
the base of the cross section to the ground surface, whether or not the entire cross section will be 

_ 

saturated. The hydrostratigraphic units are defined as an array (mapgeo) by assigning a numbered 
’ code, from 1 to 9, which represents the specific hydrostratigraphic unit at each cell within the domain. 
The codes are entered one row at a time starting with the uppermost row of cells, with one code value 
assigned to each cell on that row, and each subsequent lower row in the cross section starts a new line. 
Thus, once the values for mapgeoare entered, it should appear exactly the same as illustrated in the 
drawn cross section. The values of the parameters assigned to each hydrostratigraphic unit (khorz, 
kvert, stor, specyd, por, disperl, dispert) are input with the hydrostratigraphic unit identifier (I) 
corresponding to the hydrostratigraphic unit in the cross section (mapgeo). Also, entered on this line 
are the codes to indicate whether or not a particle is allowed to move (code) within the specified 
hydrostratigraphic As illustrated in the example in Appendix B, a simple graphical representation 
of the cross section for the particular variable is formed. This style of data input facilitates convenient 

entry of data for complex settings, rapid alterations, and easy checking of input data. 
Additional parameters and values are used to define the shape of the cross section and its initial 

hydrogeological conditions. The elevation of the ground surface (elvgprd) and elevation of the base of 
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the cross section (elvbas) are input for each column of nodes. Because these values need not be 

constant, the cross section may have an irregular shape. 
A single drainage ditch can be added by setting variable ditch to .TRUE.. If this is selected, 

the user must enter dleft, dright, and dbottom to define the left, right and bottom boundaries (in grid 

coordinates — usually metres). The user must specify whetherinclude their own water-level history over 

time for the ditch (wat|ev_dit"ch = .TRUE.) or have the program calculate transient water levels‘ in the 

ditch (watlev_ditch 2 .FALSE.) in response to groundwater fluxes and precipitation. If the user 

includes their own water-level history for the ditch, the water levels in the ditch are entered via a 

separate data file (ditchheadfile). This file should be set up in ASCII format, and the first line in this 

file should contain number of entries in the file (n—_ditchhead_chg), followed by a list where each 

successive line contains a time (tA__d,it,ch._p.h,ead) and a new water level (ditch_head). If the user wants 

the program to calculate water levels in a ditch, (wat|ev__ditch ='- .FALSE.), a maximum water level 

(headr'nax_ditch) and minimum water levels (headihit_dit¢h) for the ditch must be specified. For a 

rising water level, when this maximum level is reached, the water level in the ditch will not rise further; 

however, the water level can decline if conditions require such a drop.
A 

A ditch is considered to be a surface-water body in the program If the user sets up a simulation to 

have the program calculate the water levels in the ditch, the water level and volume of water in the ditch 

(and any otherisurface-water bodies) are calculated at each time step and printed to an output file with a 

*.wbn file extension (see Appendix A3). 

A single initial value of hydraulic head for the entire saturated domain is required (headi); to 
help the solution converge. This initial value should be set equal to the average value of the hydraulic 

head along the water table. The initial values of hydraulic head along the water table, (i.e., the elevation 

of the water table) (headwt) arelspecified for each column of nodes_. The user must also indicate at 

which nodes along the water- table the hydraulic heads will be allowed to fluctuate in response to 

changes to the flow domain (set Wtmove = .TRUE_.) and which may not move (set wtmove = 

.FALSE.). If surface water nodes or drains are specified, wtmove shouldabe specified. as .FALSE. for 

these colunms of nodes.
' 

The user can specify various boundary conditions for the flow domain, including 

recharge/evapotranspiration boundaries (second-type.) and constant head boundaries ("first-type). 

Recharge and evapotranspiration are input separately to accurately simulate field conditions. Both 

recharge and evapotranspiration can vary over time and spatially across the cross section. Recharge is 

entered by first indicating the number of different recharge periods (nrestp) that will occur during a 

simulation, and the time at which each recharge period starts (.t_rech) (e.g., if recharge changes twice, 
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nrestp = 3). If recharge occurs from the beginning of the simulation, then the first value of t_rech = 

0.0. For each recharge period, the spatial distribution along the cross section is indicated by specifying 
the number of zones of constant recharge. across the cross section (n_rzon_esg), the starting and ending 
column number (nxfrom, nxto) bounding each recharge zone, and the value of recharge within each 
zone (rval). Recharge values of 0.0 should be entered for rval to indicate that no recharge occurs in a 

given zone and at ,a specific time. If no recharge occurs throughout the simulation, then the user- simply 
enters a value of 0 for nrestp, and values for t._rech, nrzones, nxfrom, nxto and rval are not 
entered. Evapotranspiration is handled in the same ‘way. The user enters the number of time periods in 
which different ‘values of evapotranspiration are desired (netper), the times at which these 

evapotranspiration periods beg_in,(t__et), the number of spatial zones along the cross section (netzone), 
V 

and starting and ending colurrms for these zones (nxfron‘I_et, nxto_et), and the values of 

evapotranspiration within each zone (etval). If evapotranspiration is not to be simulated, then the user 

simply enters a value of netper = 0, and no values for t_ef, netzone, 'nxfI"om_ét, nxto_et, and 
etval are required. 

Constantlhead nodes are used to represent surface water‘ bodies (lakes, rivers, wetlands), drains, 
or any location in the domain where the hydraulic head is known. Surface water bodies can be 

represented by selecting and inputting information using the ‘Surface Water Body Data’ option (see 
Appendix A.2.9). The user must specify whether they want to include their own water-level history for 
the surface water body (watlev_swb = .TRUE.) or have the program calculate transient water levels 
in the water body (watlev_swb = .FA-LSE.) in response to groundwater fluxes and precipitation. 

If the user includes their own water-level history for the surface water body (wat|ev_.swb é 
.TRUE_.), they rnust create a separate file containing the water-level history (file_wb). Th_is file should 

be setup in ASCII format, and the first line in this file should contain number of entries in the file, and 
each successive line should contain a value of time, followed by a corresponding new water level. 
Within the input data set, the user first specifies the number of distinct surface water bodies (nwb) 
within the cross section, For each surface water body, the user must specify the number of columns of 
nodes associated with a surface water body (nchnodes_wb), and the corresponding c_o1umns of nodes 
which represent the location of the surface water bodies (icolumns). The columns’ chosen should 
include every nodal column where the maximum hydraulic head in the water-level history of the surface 
water body exceeds the elevation of the ground surface, even if during parts or most of the simulation, 
the elevation of the surface water body is above ground surface at only a few columns. For example, if 
the surface of the water body specified in file_wb range between 100.0 an 101.0 m during the 
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simulation period and has an initial elevation of 100.2 _m, then all colunms at the 1oc_ation of the surface 

water body where the ground surface is less than or equal to 101.0 111 should be listed in icolumns. 

If the user wants the program to calculate water levels "in a_ surface water boundary, (w'at|ev_swb :- 

.FALSE.), an initial water ‘level for the surface water boundary (init_head_swb) and a maximum 
water level (m'ax_head._.swb) for the surface water boundary must be specified. For a rising water 

level, when this maximum, level is reached, the level will not rise any further; however, the water level 

can decline if conditions require such a drop._ As mentioned, above, within the data set the user first 

specifies the number of distinct surface water bodies (nwb) within the cross section. The user must 

specify the number of columns of nodes associated with a surface water body (nchnodes_wb), and 

the corresponding columns of nodes which represent the location of the surface water bodies 

(icolumns). These columns must represent columns which have a ground surface elevation that is less 

than or equal to the water level (max;hea_d_swb) for the surface water boundary. 

If the user sets up a simulation'to have the program calculate the water levels in the surface- 

water body, the water level and volume of water surface-water body are calculated at each time step and 

V 

printed to an output file with a *.-wbri file extension (see Appendix A._3). Volume-to-stage relationships 

are calculated automatically within GW-WETLAND based on the elevation of the bottom of the 
surface-water body as defined by the elevation of the surface of the cross sectional domain (e'|Vg'r'd). 

If the user does not want to enter surface water bodies or constant head nodes in this manner, 

then set nwb =* 0 and do not enter values for watleV_sWb, nchnodes_wb, file_.wb,. 

max_head_swb, init_head_swb, icolurnns, as well as nwbpairt, for particle transport." 

Surface4water boundaries can be simulated as contaminant sources in one of two ways. First, 

these water boundaries can be set up as-source zones for particle transport. In this case, opt__i,on(18) 

must be If the user wishes to simulate particle tracking from a surface-water boundary, 

nwbpart should be set to .TRUE., and values should be entered for the number of particles for each 

source cell (npart_wb) -and the start and end times for the source zone (to_n_part_wb, 

toff._part_wl__)). The second method available is solution to the advection-dispersion equation by the 

Galerkin finite element technique. If this method is desired, option(18) must be set to .TRUE., and 

nwb_ad should also be set to .TRUE.. Also, the user must specify values for the source concentration 

(conc_wb) and the -start and end times between which the source is appliedto the water boundary 

(ton_ad_._wb, toff_ad_Wb). The remaining parameters for advective-dispersive flow are to be added 

later in the data file (see Appendix A, section A.2.l3). 

Regular constant head nodes (non-surface water bodies) can also be specified (e.g., drains). 

. With this method, the user specifies the number of constant head nodes (nchead), If a node is to be 
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designated as a constant head node during a later time in the simulation (e.g., it is originally not a 

constant head node), then it should still be included in nchead. For each constant head node, the 

following must be specified. The locationof each of these constant head nodes (or future constant head 
nodes) is speci_fied_ by its the nodal column (ich) and row (jch). The original head value (chval) 
assigned to the node must also be entered, as well as the number of times the head value (for the current 
constant head node) will change during the simulation (nchg_head). If the node is originally not a 

constant head node, then assign a value of -1.0X10'35 to chval to designate that it will become“ a 

constant head node later during the simulation. The user may read the changing hydraulic head values 
’ for the constant head node from separate file (set ch_ead_.file = .TRUE.), or from the current input 
data file (set chead_fi|e = .FALSE.—). If chead_fi|e' is .TRUE., then the name of the file that contains 
the changing. head data (cihead_f'ile_name) must be specified. If this is the case, a lis_t containing the 

time at which the value of head at the specific node changes (t_new) and the new value- of head 
(chg_h_val) should be entered in chea‘d_fiIe_nanr1e and no additional information is required in the 
input data set. If chead_file is .,FA,LSE., a list of t_.n‘ew and chg__h_.Val should be specified within 
the input data set and an additional file is not required. If‘ the constant head node changes from a 
constant head node to a regular node during the simulation, then assign a value of" -1,.0x10‘35 to 
chg_h_Va| to designate that it will become a regular node at time t_new. In either case, this list 

should contain nchg,hea'd values. If the value of the constant head node does not change during the 
simulation, then set nchg_head 2 0, and do not enter values for chead__.file, chead,file_nam'e, 
t_new, and chg__h_va_l., If 

‘ 

the user does not wish to enter constant head nodes in this manner, then 

simply set nchead = O and do not enter any values for ich, jch, chval, nchg_head, chead_file, 
ehead_file_name, t__new, and ch‘g_h_vaI;. 

The model also has the flexibility to include pumping wells within the cross section. The 
location within the cross section from which the pumping actually occurs (i.e., screened interval of the 
well), is defined by identifying the nodes from which pumping occurs. The user first enters the number 
of pumping wells (nwells). For each well, the "well screen" is located by entering the left and right x- 
coordinates (X1, X2) and the upper and lower z-coordinates (z1,'z2) of’ a box representing the location 
of the well screen. All nodes within this box are identified as the well screen, and a pumping rate is 
applied to each of these nodes. The user can change the pumping rate during the simulation, by entering 
the number of pumping periods (n_pump_per), the time at which the change occurs (ton_pw), and 
the new pumping rates (prate). The pumping rate specified is that which is assigned to each node 
within the well screen box. If only one period of pumping occurs, enter n_pump_per = 1. If there are 
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no pumping wells, the user simply enters a value of nwells = 0, and does not enter values for X1 , x2, 

21, z2, n_pump_per-, ton_pw, and prate.
I 

The length of the simulation, size of the time steps, and times at which information is output are 

controlled by the u_ser. Rather than running the model to a specific number of time steps, the user 

specifies the actual time at which the simulation should stop (ftime). This is done because the size of‘ 

the time step is allowed to vary and thus, desired times can be attained regardless of the size or number 

of time steps. The user selects an initial time step (deli), and the rate at which the time step increases in 

size (deltin). If a constant time step is desired, the user enters deltih = 1.0, else the time step will 

‘increase in size until the specific maximum time step size (dtma_x) i_s reached, at which point the time 

step (delt) will remain constant for the rest of the simulation. Because of the nonlinear nature of the 

solution, the user must also enter the convergence tolerance (t_o|r'n¢) for convergence witl1in an 

iteration._ A value of 0.001 is recommended; this value represents 1 mm of hydraulic head, if the units 
of length are metres_._ The user must also specify the maximum number of iterations for the nonlinear 

portion of the code (nitmax). Typ'i'c'a11y,- the code will converge in less than 10-15 iterations, but if 

convergence is for some reason not achieved, nitmax will prevent the model from iterating indefinitely. 

Output is generated at times specified by the user in two ways. First, a variety of information 

about the hydrogeology, and contaminant distributign of the cross section (see options above) is 

output as either printed output or as data files which can be used as input to other software (see 

options above and Appendix A.;3)._ The number of times at which information is to be printed 

(n_out_t_ime) and the desired times (t_out) are input by the user. The user should specify at least one 

output time. Because the simulation may proceed with a varying time step, it may be difficult to know 

the exact simulate times throughout the simulation. However, the time step calculated by the program 

will adjust such that the user-specified output times will be reached. Secondly, the hydraulic head and 

the elevation of the water table at any‘ location along the cross section can be printed, producing a time- 

series record of hydraulic heads and water table elevatifons for all time steps. This could be used to 

compare the model's prediction of water table elevations to a_ water table well located along the cross 

section. Up to 9 observation points can be selected by entering the number of _observation points 

(n_obs) and the row (nobs_row) and column (nobs_col) that correspond to the desired observation 

point location. When the user specifies a row and column as an observation point, the hydraulic head 

AND elevation of the water table at that location is output at. each time step. For example, if you 

specify Row 25 and column 20 as an observation well, the head and will be output for that exact node, 
and the water table elevation will be output for column ‘20. 
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The user can also simulate solute transport and basic reactions using one of two methods-::'(l‘) 

particle tracking-and (2) direct solution of the advection-dispersion with Galerkin method (see version 
1.0 of the Users Manual for more information (Shikaze and Crowe 1999)..

' 

When the particle tracking method is selected (option('17)_ = .TRUE.),-only mass transport by 
advection and dispersion occurs. However, the mass of each particle can decrease over time according 

to a specified half-life (half-life) that represent mass loss due to degradation. The user defines the 
initial mass of each particle (xmass_i), and then enters the number of source zones within the cross 
section (npart_zones). Then for each source zone, the user defines the location and size of the -source 
zone by entering the left and right columns (plcol, prcol), and bottom and top rows (pbrow, ptrow), 
bounding the source zone. The user specifies the number of solute particles added to each source zone 
(npper), the time at which particles are introduced into the source zone (t_start_part), and the time at 

which particles stop entering the source zone (t_stop_part). If the user wishes to enter particles for 

only one time step, theyyshould enter the same time for both t_start_p'art and t_stop_part. Each 
source zone can have a different size, number of particles entered, and different times at which particles 
are placed in the source zone. If mass transport by this method is not selected (option(17) = 

._FA_LSE_.), none of these data are entered. 

When solute transport using the Galerkin method is selected (opt_ion(24) = .TRUE.), the user 
can simulation both advective and dispersive transport as well as limited reactions that retard (retfact) 
or decay (decay) the contaminant. retfact represents the dimensionless retardation factor, and decay 
represents the decay coefficient or degradation rate constant. Also required are the free:-solution 

diffusion coefficient (dstar) and the tortuosity of the medium (tort). There are also options for the 

time-weighting formulation for the Galerkin solution for the advection-dispersion equation.’ epsi can be 
set to 0.0 (explicit formulation), 0.5 (Crank-Nicolson weighting) or 1.0 (implicit). It is recommended 
that 0.5 be used because this value resul_t_s in the most stable solution. If consist = .TRUE., consistent 
formulation is used, whereas if consist = .FALSE., lumped formulation is used. This refers to the way 
in which concentrations are obtained from the Galerkin method. It has been shown that consistent 
formulation results in less error in the solution, and is thus recommended. Once this data is entered, the 
user must enter the number of source zones inside which the concentration must be specified 
(n_coAnc_zones). For each concentration source zone, the user must specify the x- (x1conc, 
x2conc) and z—coordinates (z1conc, z2conc) that define a box inside which all nodes will be 
assigned a fixed concentration value. x1conc and x2conc represent the minimum and 
values of the ‘box’, respectively, while Z1 cone and z2conc represent the minimum and maximum z- 
values of the box. The final variable for this section is cinit, which represents the concentration value 
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assigned to the current zone. The units are in relative concentrations, so all concentrations calculated in 

the domain will be relative to cinit. 

Other programming hints are listed as follows: 

0 The values specified at constant head nodes are allowed to change in time. In addition, constant 

head nodes can be turned ‘off’ by specifying the value tobe ‘—1.0e +359 

0 When making use of the restart option (see option(10), option(11), option(22)), there are a few 
things to keep in mind. 

If you wish to CREATE a restart file, option (10) should be .TRUE.. This will create a file 

called pref ix.hou. Output will be written to this file at the most recent output time that is 

specified in the data file (prefix .»dat-). To input from a restart file, it is recommended that 

you rename the "prefix to, for example, pref ix2. Also, the 'pre£:i.:x.hou file will have to 
be renamed pref 15:2 .h;:l.-n;. The new data file" (prefixz ’.dat) should be modified as 

discussed below. To restart pref 1x2 . dat-, option(11) should be set to .TRUE.. 

If you restart at time t = t,~, you must change to following such that they do not include any data 

changes at t <
A 

constant head nodes 

. recharge/evapotranspiration 

0 pumping rate 

output times. 

Make sure that at the first solution time, there are no changes in (1) the values of‘ heads at 

constant head nodes, (2) recharge and evapotranspiration rates (3) pumping rates-. 

The restart option only works for the flow solution, and particle trackingl; it does not currently 
' work for concentrations generated by the solution of the advection-dispersion equation. 

If particle tracking is simulated, the final locations of the particles are written to the 

p:‘.‘e£:l.i:.hou file. So, if the pre:E:i.x2v.dat file is restarted as described above, you should 

remove the particle data, or you’ll be starting particles from their original locations in addition 

to the restarted particles. 
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5.0 ILLUSTRATED EXAMPLES 
This chapter demonstrates how the model can beused to simulate typical scenarios. Also, this 

chapter aids in understanding and interpreting results from the model. Two examples are presented. 

5.1 Example 1: 
_ 
Co_nta_1nin_a_nt Transport from a River Flood 

The first example involves transient groundwater flow in the vicinity of a short—term river 
flood. In this case, the ambient groundwater flow direction is towards the river; however, as the water 

level in the river rises during a flood, the groundwater flow direction may reverse such that water flows 
from the river into the groundwater system If the flood water in the river is contaminated, the 
groundwater may also become contaminated. The input data tile. for this example is listed in Appendix 
B, and the output file is listed in Appendix C.

V 

Boundary conditions have been set up such that the nodes along the river are specified head 
nodes that have values which vary in time. Thenremaining nodes along the water table are specified-flux 
‘nodes to represent recharge. The remaining boundary nodes have been set to no-flow boundaries (left 
and right sides, and bottom). Contaminants entering the groundwater regime from the river is examined 

by particle tracking whereby contaminant particles are added to elements adjacent to the river during the 
flooding event. The cjross-section is 200 metres wide and the river exists on the right-hand side of the 
domain (Figure 5.1). 

INFILTRATION 
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_ 

x—distance (m) 

Figure -5.1. Schematic illustration of‘ the cross section used to simulate groundwater—river interaction and 
contaminant transport into an aquifer during a river flood. 
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The water level in a river is steady for one year. During this time, groundwater flows from the 

aquifer into the river due to recharge that is applied to the aquifer. At the beginning of the second year’, 

the water level in the river rises gradually for one-half day, then remains at the flood stage for 4 days, 

and then drops to its previous low level over-la period of about one-half day. Once the water level in 

river returns to its presflood levels after 5~days, the water level remains at this level for the remainder of 

the simulation (730 days). The water level history for the river is shown in Figure 5.2. 

water 
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Figure 5.2. Water-level history in.the river, used to simulate a flood between 365 and 370 simulation days. 

The initial water level in the river is 21 metres and during the flood, the maximum water level is 

29 metres, which represents the elevation of the flood plain, as shown in the schematic in Figure 5.1. 

The flood lasts five days at its peak water level before falling to its initial value of 21 metres. Fo‘r_so1ute' 

t‘ransport_, particle tracking is used, with particles added to cells adjacent to the river. Particles are only 

added during tnhetime of the flood (approximately 365 to 370 days into the simulation). 
' 

Figure 5.3 shows results from this simulation at four- different times. At 365 days, the flood has 

just started, and the river level is still low. Groundwater still flows from the aquiferinto the river, and 

V 

particles remain along the interface between the river and the aquifer. At a time of 369 days, the water 

level in the river is at its maximum, and at this time, the number of source cells associated with particle 

tracking has increased because the river has reached the flood plain. Consequently, the distribution of 

particles is much more extensive. Also, near the river, groundwater appears to be flowing from the river 

into the aquifer. At 370 days, the water level in the river has begun to subside and immediately adjacent 

to the river, groundwater is now flowing from the aquifer into the river. However, there is still .a 

noticeable groundwatermound that results in the particles flowing away from the river. By 500 days, 

the river level has reached its original level and all remaining particles are migrating towards the river. 

Assuming conditions remain constant, all of these remaining particles will eventually exit into the river.- 
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Figure 5.3. Results of the simulated flood illustrated changes to the elevation of the water table and 
con_t_arni_na_nt transport into the aquifer during the flood and out of the aquifer after the flood. 

. 
5.2 Example 2: Water Levels in Surface-water Bodies that Change in Response to Fluxes 

The second example illustrates the ability of the model to calculate water levels in surface water 
bodies on the basis of fluxes (groundwater, precipitation, evapotranspiration) to and from these bodies. 
The data file for this example’ is listed in Appendix B. A cross-section is simulated that includes two 
wetlands. A schematic of this example is shown in Figure 5.4. The length of the cross-section is 400 
metres, and the thickness of the domain is variable, to a‘ maximum of 9 metres. The first wetland 
(Wetland #1) is a small depression in the ground surface located near the centre of thedomain, while the 
second wetland (Wetland #2) is a larger wetland located at the right of the domain. 

At the beginning of the simulation, the program calculates the volume-to-water-level functions 
for both wetland boundaries as based on the geometry of the elevation of the bottom of each wetland 
(entered into the input data set as “ground surface elevation”), These functions are plotted in Figure 5.5. 
The maximum water level for Wetland #1 has been set to 8.15 m, and this value is not reached during 
the twoayear simulation. For Wetland #2, the maximum water level is set to 8 m, and this value is 
reached during the second year of the simulation, in the spring and the fall. The initial water level in 
both wetlands and the initial water table are all set to 7.5 metres. 
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Figure 5.4. Schematic diagram of the cross section used to groundwater—surfa_ce fluxes and changes to the . 

size of‘ the wetland due to these fluxes.
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Figure 5.5. Water-level-to-volume functions for the two wetlands. 

The simulation was run for two years (730 days), and recharge and evapotranspiration were 

varied over the duration of the two years.. Recharge (precipitation) is highest in the spring months, 

followed by a decrease during the summer months, a slight increase in fall, and a drop again in winter, 

as the snow pack is assumed to prevent recharge. Evapotranspiration is zero through the first few 
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months of each year, and slowly increases to a peak in summer, when trees/plants have fully bloomed 
and are active. This is followed by a decrease towards the fall. Figure 5.6 shows plots of the recharge 

and recharge - evapotranspiration for the -duration of the simulation. Values of recharge are applied 

directly to the wetlands, while recharge —evapotranspiration is applied to the portion of the domain that 

does not i’nc1lude any wetland_._ 
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Figure 5.6. Values of recharge and recharge-evapotranspiration used in the simulation. 

Figure 5.7 shows the upper portion of the domain, and the water table location and the water 
levels in the two wetlands at four differenttimes during the simulation. In spring, the water table begins 

to rise due to the higher rates of recharge. 
‘ As time proceeds, groundwater eventually flows towards the 

wetland, and the water levels in the wetlands increase. Figure 5.8 shows the water-level history for both 

wetlands, and the increase in water levels in the wetlands can be traced directly to the transient nature of 
groundwater discharge to the wetland, surface water flow into the aquifer from the wetland, and 
precipitation and evapotranspiration at the wetland-., 
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Figure 5.7. Simulation results showing changes in the position of the water table and water levels of the two 
wetland at 455, 547, 670 and 7-30 days after? the start of the simulation. 
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Figure 5.8. Simulated water levels in the two wetlands over the two-year simulation; 
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APPENDIX A - INPUT GUIDE 
This appendix is setup as follows: Section A.l describes some general points with regards to input 
in_structi'o'ns. Section A.2 describes the specific input requifrerfnents for the data file that are used to run 

the code. Section A.3 lists files that are created by a successful simulation and Section A.4 lists the 

arrays and dimensions. Section A.5 lists some tips in ensuring that a simulation is completed 

successfully.
I 

A.1 General Notes 

The executable file should be run through a DOS window. 
Once the code is run, the user will be asked to input the prefix. The prefix represents the 
filename without the three-letter extension. The prefix must have a. ‘ . dat’ extension and be 7 

characters or less in length. If the data file is not found on the current directory, an error 
message will appear and the program will stop. 

Any line in the prefix.-dat file that begins with a ‘l’ is a comment line and will be ignored 
by the program. This option is useful for placing statements within the data file to aid the user 

in finding exactly where specific parameters are located. 

All data is free-forrna_t—. In other words_, the user does not have to be concerned with aligning the 
‘input parameters in specific columns. A space or a comma must separate variables that occur on 
the same line. 
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A.2 Input Guide 
A.2,1 Program Title. 

' 

1. Title - Any character string (up to 80 characters in length). 
' NOTE: Ifthe user needs more descriptiveltitle 1i1_ies,muse the ‘!’ option discussed above; 
however, you must have one legitimatertitle line that doesnot begin with _‘-_l’ _ 

A.—2,2 Program Options’ 

NOTE: Forprogram options listed below, all outputflifsliwritten ASCII format to a file 
called pref ix-. out unless otherwise specified. Also, setting options (1), (2), (3), (9), 
(13),_(l8), (23), to "True can result in a very large pgefix. out file, _ 

2. option(1) _— LOGICAL 
True: Print nodal coordinates 
False: Do not print nodal coordinates. 

3. option(2) = LOGICAL
_ 

True: Print elemental incidences 
‘False: Do not print elemental incidences. 

4. option(3) -~—e LOGICAL 
True: Print elemental K, S _ 

(False: Do not print elemental K, S. 

5. option(4) -— LOGICAL 
True: Print node/element data to firefirx . ele file 
False: Do not print node/element data to prefix. ele file. 

6. option(5) — LOGICAL 
True’: Calculate hydraulic heads 
False; Do not calculate hydraulic heads. 

7. opt_ion(_6) — LOGICAL 
True: Print heads to output file 
False: Do not print heads to output file. 

I 
NQTE: bption(6) must beisetito Trueif_GridB_uil'der files are desired as 

:1 U T 

8-. option(7) — LOGICAL 
True: Print heads tolpref ix .hds file 
False: Do not print heads to prefix . has file, 

9. option(8) ’—"LOGICAL 
True: Print only final heads to prefix. hds file 
False: Do not print only final heads to prefix ,hd_s file. 

10. optiOh(9) — LOGICAL 
True: Print water table convergence data 
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11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15:. 

16. 

17. 

18- 

19. 

‘20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

. False: ‘Do not print water table convergence data. 

option(10) — LOGICAL 
True: Read old heads (from file prefix-. hin) to continue a run 
False: Do not read old heads to continue a run. 

option(11) —~ LOGICAL 
True}: Output last heads for a later run (to file prefix . hot) 
‘False’: Do not output last heads for a later run. 

option(12) — LOGICAL 
True: Generate gradients/directions 
False: Do not generate gradients/directions. 

option(13) — LOGICAL 
True: Print gradients to output file

_ 

False: ._Do not print gradients to output file. 

option(14) .._ LOGICAL 
Trueiz‘ Output gradients to prefix . hyd file 
False: Do not output gradients to prefix . hyd file. 

°Pti0n('15):-LOGICAL L, A 

True:- Generate velocity field (if True, option(12) must be also be True) 
False: Do not generate velocity field. 

option(16) — LOGICAL ' *
_ 

True: Print velocity field to prefix .ve]_. file 
False‘: Do not print velocity field to prefix . veil. file. 

option(1?) :— LOGICAL 
True: Run solute transport’ using the deterministic-probabilistic routine 
False: Do not run the deterministic-probabilistic routine. 

o'ption(18) — LOGICAL 
True: Print concentrations/particle distribution 
False: Do not print concentrations/particle distribution.- 

QPt_.iOl'I(19) —: LOGICAL 
V 

t 
.

a 

True: Output concentrations/particle distribution to prefix . con file 
False: Do not output concentrations/particle distributions. 

'op‘tion(20)-— LOGICAL 
True: Output particle distribution (pref ix.pjr—1_: file) 
False: Do not output particle distribution. 

opt'ion(21) — LOGICAL 
True; Output last particle distribution for later input (to file prefix ,;hou) 
False: Do not output last particle distribution for later input. 

option'(22) — LOGICAL 
True: input particles from an old run (prefix . hin file) 
False: Do not input particles from an old run (see section A.5 for details). 
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24. option(23) .— LOGICAL 
True; Print mass and particle coordinates 
False: Do not print mass and particle coordinates. 

25 option(24) —‘ LOGICAL - 

~ Truez‘ Run solute transport using the Galerkin finite element method 
_Fa‘_l_se: Do not run solute transport using the 'Gale'rkin method. 

A.2.3 Observation Points 

26. n__obs — INTEGER :—. Number of observation points at which water table elevations W-il1Vbe.output ' 

at every time step. 

[NOTE:' ‘=20. skip line 27,’ and continue on to section A.2'e.-‘till 

27. nobs__col(n_.obs)_, nobs_row(n_obs) — 2 INTEGERS — Column and row corresponding to the 
desired location for output of water table elevations and nodal hydraulic heads . The 
hydraulic head will be written» for this ,eX‘a'ct node, and the water table elevation will be 
written for the column nobs_coI. Both values will be written at each time step. 

Repeat‘ this _1ine__I1:_Obs times. If néobs line 

A_.2.4 GridlBo'undary Condition/Tirne Stepping Input 

28. nrow, ncol -.2 INTEGERS - Number of rows and columns of nodes. 

NOTE: ncol must -and nréw must be large enough to
7 

maximum elevation of the 
_ 

ground _su_r_f_ac__e V _ _ 

29. ngeol,- nitmax .- 2 INTEGERS 
npgeolz Number of geological units 
nitmax: Maximum number of iterations per time step. 

30. var_x — LOGICAL
_ 

True: variable grid spacing in x-direction 
False; constant grid spacing in x-direction. 

31. xe(nco|-1): REAL — Grid spacing in the x-direction (horizontal). 
«NOTE: If var_')( = True, enter (n’(:‘t_)Ml-w1)_Avalues of Axe’ (for variable grid 2‘_();li'f 

Var_.x = False, enter o_nly_one value (constant grid spacing in x) 4» 
M__ 

32. delz - REAL '- Grid spacing in the z—direction (vertical). 
33. ftime -. - Final simulation time (the s'iIr'1'u1'a(ti'_on_ will stop when it reaches tirne regardless 

of whether or not steady state has been reached). 

34. 'n_out_iime - INTEGER -t Number of desired times at which to create Output. 
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35. t_out(n_out__ti me) - REAL - Desired output times. 
|-NO.TE: The user must specifyat least on.e.outpu.t..time-. _. 

36. delt, dtmax: 2 
delt : Initial time step size 
dtmax : Maximum time step size. 

37. headi: REAL — Initial head value assigned to the entire computationeal domain. 
38. tolrnc, deltin -- 2 REALS 

tolrnc: Convergence tolerance (for both steady-state and iteration convergence) 
deltin: Factor by which to increase the size of each time step.. 

A.2_.5 Column Data 
39. elvgrd(ncol) - REAL - Elevation of the ground surface. Enter one value for each nodal column. 
40. wtmove(ncol) - LOGICAL 

True: Water table is allowed to move; 
Fa_lse: Water table is not allowed to move. Enter one value for each nodal column. 

41. headwt(ncol) - REAL - Initial head values'along the water table. "Enter one value for- each nodal 
colunm. If there are any constant head nodes along the water table, the value of headwt at 
these nodes should be set to the initial constant-head value. 

42.. elvb_as(ncol) — REAL - Elevation of the base of the domain. Enter one value for each nodal 
colunm_. 

A.2.6 Drainage Ditches 
43. ditch — LOGICAL 

True: Include a drainage ditch; 
False: Do not include a drainage ditch. 

NOTE: If True, include lines 44. to 46 below; if False, skipilines 45 $6116? and piééééa 7 
directly to line 47; currently, only one single ditch can be added, and it must exist 
throughput thegentire duration of the simulation 

44. dleft, dright-,» dbottom -3 REALS 
dleft-: Left boundary of the desired ditch (in grid coordinates, in metres), 
dright: Right boundary of the desired ditch (in grid coordinates, in metres). 

' dbottom: Bottom boundary of the desired ditch (in grid coordinates, in metres). 
NOTE: Data input from this section will override the infornlation for the elevation of 
the ground surface that has been previously entered 7 g 

45. watlev_ditch — LOGICAL 
True: Read ditch water levels from an external data file. Proceed to line 46, below. 
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False: Read maximum (h‘eadm,a)t_ditch) and initial (headinit_d itch) ditch water levels. The 
program will calcula‘_te_t_ran__sient water levels in the ditch at each time step. If selected, 

skip line 46.
' 

46. ditchheadfile — CHARACTER — File name for the data file that contains the water-level history for the 
ditch. The format of tl1is data file is as follows; on the first line of the data file‘, the number of 
water-level changes within the ditch is required (n_ditchhead_chg). Subsequent lines in this 
other file should contain, firs_t, the time at which the new water level is to occur 
(t_ditch_.head(n_d_itchhead_chg)), and second, the new water level for the current time 
(ditch_.head(n;ditchhead_chg)). 

A.2.7 Recharge/Evapotranspiration Data 
47. nrestp 4 INTEGER - Number of different recharge periods. If nrestp = 0, skip to line 50. For 

each recharge period, the user can specify different zones, if the recharge varies spatially. 

48. t_rech, _nrzories — REAL, INTEGER (Repeat this line for each value of nrestp). 
t_rech: Time at which to apply the new recharge values 
nrzones: Number of spatial zones for current recharge period. 

49. nxfrom, nxto, rval — 2 INTEGERS, REAL (Repeat this line for each value of nrzones). 
nxfrom: Starting nodal column for current recharge zone

4 

nxto:- Ending nodal column for current recharge zone 
rval; Recharge value for current recharge zone. 

50. netper — INTEGER - Number of different evapotranspiration periods. netper = 0, skip to line 
53. For each evapotranspiration period, the user can specify different zones, if the 
evapotranspiration varies spatially. 

51. t_et-,» netzone + INTEGER (Repeat this for each value of netper) 
t__et: Time at which to apply the new evapotranspiration values 
netzone: .Nu_mber of spatial zones for current evapotranspiration period. 

_52. nxfrom_et, n'xto_et,A etval — 2 DITEGERS, REAL (Repeat this for each Value of netper) 
nxfrom_et:- Starting nodal column forcurrent evapotranspiration zone 
nxto_et;: Ending nodal column forcurrent evapotranspiration zone 
etval»: Recharge value for current evapotranspiration zone. 

A.2.8 Constant Head Data
p 

53. nchead — INTEGER — Number of constant head nodes. If nchead = 0, skip to line 58.» 

‘For each constantlhead node, repeat lines to 57 

I 

54. ich(nchead), jch(nchead),chva|, nchg__head(nchead) - 2 INTEGERS, REAL, INTEGER 
ich: Colurrm number of current constant head node 
jch: Row number of current constant head node 
chva_|: Original value assigned to the current constant head node 
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nchg_head: Number of -times to change the head value at the current constant head node 
(if nchg_head = 0, chval applies throughout the entire simulation. Skip 
lines 35-57 for current constant head node). 

NOTE: If the user wants to have a constant head node turned on at a later time, they 
must specify a value for chval here equal to -1.0x10'35 H _ C _ 

' 

55. chead_file - LOGICAL '
‘ 

True: if changing constant head data is read from another file (go to line 56, then skip 57. 
NOTE: if another file is used, data should be in the same forrnatas line 57) 

False: if changing constant head datais read fromthis data file (skip line 56). 

56. chead_fi_le_name - CHARACTER - filename which contains changing constant héad data (if 
chead_fi_Ie. = Tru_e);.; . 

57: t_new(_nchg_head), chg_h_va|(nchg_head) - 2 
t_end: Time at which to change the constant head value assigned to the current node 
chg_h_Va|: New constant head value assigned to the current node. 

NOTE: If a node is initially not a constantihead node, the u_serimus;tO'it:
C 

constant head node and assign it a value equal to —1.0x1O'35. The user can turn constant 
head nodes off at any time by assigning chg_|g1_VaIgtog be _-1_.0x_10'35g 

A.2.9 Surface Water Body Data 
58. nwb — INTEGER — Number of surface water bodies. NOTE: lines 59—67 must be repeated from 1 

to-nwb times. If nwb = 0, skip lines 69 to 70, and proceed directly to section A;.;2. 10.1 
59. watlev_swb(nwb) —LOGICAL 

True: user must specify the water-level history for current surface water body. 
False-:- at each time step, a new water level in the surface water body is calculated 

60. nchnodes_wb(nwb)- INTEGER .- Number of columns associated with current surface water 
body. These nodes should be chosen where the maximum head in the water-level history 
forthe current surface water body exceeds the elevation of the ground surface for the 
column. ‘ 

NOTE: If watlev_swb = True, the user must include line 61, and 
63. If watlevgswb = False, line 61 is skipped. 

61. fiIe_wb(nwb) — CHARACTER - If the user specifies that the program calculate water levels in the 
surface water body (watlev_swb = Tfiie): this filename must’ be entered. It represents the 
filename that contains the water level history of the current surface water body. 

NOTE: the filename must be in ASCII format. rhefirst row in the file should contain 
the number of entries in the file. This row must be followed by a list of time and water 
level, with each time and a corresponding water level on a single line. 
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62. max_hea'd_swb(nwb) - —— I_ft_he user specifies that the program calculate water levels in 
the surface- water body (watlev_swb. = False), this value must be entered. It represents the 
maximum water level, above which, the_1evel in the surface water body will not rise. 

63. _init_head_swb(nWb) — — If the user specifies that the program calculate water levels in the 
surface water body (watlev_swb = False), this, value must be entered. It represents the 
initial water level in the surface water body’. 

64. icolumns(nwb, nchnodes._wb) — INTEGERS - Columns (of nodes) at which to apply data from 
current surface water body.

' 

65. nwbpart — LOGICAL . 

True: Include particle transport with current surface-water body as a source boundary. 

sure option(1_8)__is set to True 

False: Do not include particle. transport. 
NOTE: If = True, include steps 63 and 64 below. nwbpa.rtI:=$False,iV skip 
lines 66 and 67, and proceed to line 68 , 

_ g 

66._ npart_wb(n_wbpart) - INTEGER - Number of particles added to each cell that is associated with 
a surface-water boundary. 

67. ton_part_wb(nwbpart),— toft_pa_rt_wb(nwbpart) a 2 REALS 
ton_part_wb: Time at which to start adding particles to the surface-water boundary. 
'toff_part-_wb: Time at which to stop adding particles to the surface water boundary. 

68. nwb_ad — LOGICAL 
_

A 

True: Include advection-dispersion transport with current surface-water body as a source 
boundary. 

[ NOTE: sure option(2_4) _is set to True 

False: Do not include advection-dispersion, 
If,nwb_ad ‘= True,‘ include steps 69 below. nWb_ad = False, skip 

lines 69 and 70, and proceed to line 71 
‘ 

I

' 

69. conc_wb(nwb_ad) - INTEGER - source ‘concentration that is associated with a surface-water 
boundary. - 

70. ton_ad_wb(nwb_ad), toff_ad_wb(nwb._a_d) — 2 REALS _ 

ton_ad_wb: Time at which to start advection-dispersion with the surface-water boundary 
as a source boundary

' 

toff_ad_wb: Time at which to stop advection-dispersion with the surface water boundary 
as 

' a source boundary. . 

I

V 

A.2-.10 Fumping Well Data 

( 
71. nwells - lN'I‘EGER - Number of pumping wells. If nwells > 0, loop over lines 72 to 76 for each 

‘nwe_l_l’, otherwise if nwells = 0, skip to line 74. 
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72. x1 , x2 - 2 REALS - X-range within which all nodes will be flagged as well nodes with the following 
well parameters.‘ - 

73. z1, Z2 - 2 REALS - Z-range as above. NOTE: X1, X2, Z1, define a box inside which all nodes 
will be assigned the following well parameters. Each node within the box will be assigned 
the same pumping rate, and the flux is not ‘distributed’. 

74. n__pump4_per(nweIIs) - INTEGER - Number of pumping periods for current well . 

NOTE: If a‘ constant pumpingrate is med, n_spam.3_.5er must be satay rm i 

this variable should always be > 0 if wells are considered. 

75. ton_pw(nwells, n_change_pw(nwells)) - REAL - Time at which to change to new pumping 
rate for current pumping period. 

I 
NOTE: Repeat _Lines 75»__and 76_ up to the value in Line 74) _ 

76: p'rate(nwel|s, n_change_pw(nwe|ls)) - REAL - New pumping rate for current pumping period.
' 

A.2.11 Stratigraphy Data 
77. I(ngeol) - I_NTEGER - Zone number. 

78. kho'r2, kvert - 2 REALS 
A

_ 

khorz: Horizontal hydraulic conductivities for the current zone I. 
kvert: Vertical hydraulic conductivities for the current zone I. 

79. star, por, specyd 3 REALS 
stor: Storage coefficient for the current zone I. 
per: Porosity for the current zone I. 
specyd 2- Specific yield for the current zone I. 

80. disperl, dispert - 2 REALS 
disperl: Longitudinal dispersivity of the current zone I. 
dispeft: Transverse dispersivity for the current zone I. 

I 
NOTE: If transport is not done, these values are still read in, but are not used 

I I H
I 

81. code — LOGICAL 
True: Particles are allowed to move within this zone 
False: Particles are not allowed to move within this zone (via particle tracking). 

| 
N_O'I_fE: Repeat lines 77 to 81 from "<1" to hgeel)

| 

82. mapgeo(ncol, nu‘-ow) - INTEGER - Map of zone numbers. Repeat, beginning at the top of the 
grid, for each row (where each row contains the code for each column). This map should be 
entered as it appears — in other words, the loweraleft comer of the cross section should be 
entered in the lower-left corner of this map.

I 
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A._2._12_ Particle Tracking Data 

| 
NOTE: This section is only used if e.pi"iibn(:i *1‘) is True 

83. xmassi - Initial mass added per particle.
‘ 

84. ha|f—|ife - REAL - Half-life for particle decay. 
85;. npa_rt_zones - INTEGER - ‘Number of particle source zones. 

85-88 are repeated__frorn_(1 to npart_zones) 

86. npper - INTEGER - Number of particles to add. 

87. t_start_part, t_stop_part — 2 REALS -2 Time at which to add partic1e(s) for current particle
‘ 

source zone; time at which to stop adding particle(s) for current. particle zone. 

88. plcol, prcol —. 2 INTEGERS - Left and Right columns of nodes defining the end columns for the 
_ 

current particle source zone. 

89. pbrow, ptrow - 2 INTEGERS - Bottom and Top rows of nodes defining the end rows for the 
current particle source zone. a ‘ 

A.2.13 Advection/Dispersion Data 

FNOTE: This "section _iso_n;l;ypused if option(24) is True 
M I

J 
90. retfact, decay - _2 REALS 

retfact; Retardation factor. 
decay: Decay coefficient. 

91. dstar, tort - 2 REALS 
dstar: Diffusion coefficient. 
tort: Tortuosity, 

92. epsi -REAL - Time-weighting factor (=O.5 for Crank-:Nicolson time-weighting). 

93. consist - LOGICAL - True: for consistent formulation; False: for lumped forrnulation. 

94. n_'conc;zones - INTEGER - Number of specified concentration zones. 

Worn: Lines 94-96 are repeated for (1 to n.__co‘nc._'zoneé) 

95. x1conc, x2conc - 2 REALS - X-coordinates of the start and end values that define a box inside 
which all nodes are constant concentration. 

96. z1c_onc, z2conc - 2 REALS - Z—coordinates of the start and end values that define a box inside 
which all nodes are constant concentration. 

97. cinit - REAL — Concentration value assigned to current zone.‘ 
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A.3 Output Files 
The current version of the code produces the following output files: 
pre»:E;i;:j:. axe -— This file contains ASCII output of the elemental incidences. These are ‘written to this 

file if OPTION(4) ‘is set to TRUE. 
pr‘e:Eix..hyd — This file contains ASCII output of the hydraulic gradients for each element. These are 

written to this file if OPTION(14) is set to TRUE. 
pref;i__:u_z._ - Files that can be ‘imported’ into GridBuilder (NOTE: the ‘n’ that is appended on the 

prefix represents a counter for each output time. For example, if three output times 
are specified, three files will be created: p:;e£i;x1 . imp, prefixz . 

pref ix3 . imp) A 

pref ixn.n01 - Files containing hydraulic head values at each output time (11). As before, one file is 
created for each specified output time. These. files are in ASCH format and can be 
read in as nodal files GridBuilder. 

pref ixn. e01 — Files containing elemental hydraulic conductivity values at each output time, (i:). As 
before, one file is created for each specified output time. The files are in A_SCII 
format and can be read in as element files in GridBuz'lder. (NOTE: One file is 
created at each specified output time because the finite element grid may be 
changing in time.) 

’ 

This output file is created at each output time and is not 
controlled by any of the OPTIONS. ' 

pre£ixn.e02 - Files containing particle concentrations at each output time, (11). Because particle 
concentrations are formulated on a cell basis, cell concentrations are converted to 
an elemental basi_s (where each cell is comprised of two triangular finite elements). 

A 

As before, one file is created for each specified output time. The files are in ASCII 
format and can be read in as element files in GridBuilder. (NOTE: One file is 
created at each specified output time because the finite element grid may be 
changing in time.) 

pref ixn v.v01 - Files containing elemental velocity values (V, V2) at each output time. As before, one 
file is created foreach specified output time. The files are in ASCH format and can 
be read in as velocity files (in ‘Edit Elements’) in GridBuilder. 

pref ixn. £01 - Files containing cell concentrationswfrom the particle tracking routine. This file can 
be read by GridBuilder using the ‘Field Data’ option. 

pref ix.n.f 02 - Files containing particle locations (coordinates) from the particle tracking routine, 
and associated particle mass. This file can be read by GridBuilder using the ‘Field 
Data’ option. 

prefixn. col - Files containing nodal concentrations from the advection/dispersion equation. These 
are ASCII files and can be read by GridBuilder as nodal files. ' 

pz-e£:i.::j:.<1>b1 - pre£ix.ob9 -' Files containing water-table heads versus time for specified 
columns. Up to 9 columns can be specified. I 

pref ix .mb1 — Fluid mass balance infomtation. 
prefix. swb - Fluxes at surface water bodies. For example, if two surface water bodies exist, ‘this 

file will contain a list of columns containing (1) time, (2) fluid flux at the first 
surface water body, (3) fluid flux at the second water body.

I 
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prefiix. tam - Computation time. This file contains 2 coluirms of data; (1) cumulative CPU time at 
each time step, and (2) total elapsed time at each time step. NOTE: CPU time 
calculations will only work for the current version of the program, which was 
compiled using Microsoft PowerStation FORTRAN, version 4.0. 

prefix .- out -This file is useful when‘ checking‘ simulations that are not working properly, because it 
outputs an all of the i,nfoirmat_ion from the data file. Also, this file is used to output 
the progress of ‘the simulation as well as head output at specified output times. 

pre£:l.x.hd,s - This file contains the heads along the water table at the specified output times-.: 

prefix.swn (n=1,2...) .- For ‘surface water boundaries, if the user specifies that the program 
calculate the transient water level, this file will contain the avolume-to-waterelevel 
ratio for the surface water body. The integer ‘n’ represents a counter if more than 
one surface water body is present. ‘ 

pre£:i.x.wbn (n=1,2.—..) - For surface waterboundaries, if the user specifies that the program 
calculate. the transient water level, this file will contain the water level and volume 
of the surface water body n for each time step. 

The procedure -for using GridBuilder to view output is as follows: a
V 

In Grid_Builder', ‘click on ‘File/Import’. Go to the directory that contains the prefixn. imp and click 

on the file which you want to import. After a series of prompts, the grid should appear in the 

'Gn'dBuild_er window.‘ On the main Gi'7id_Buiilder menu, choose “File/Save’ and create a riLw file name. 

Then convert the file to ASCII format, and save all subsequent files that are imported in ASCII forrnat. 

In a DOS wi_nd_c_)w,— copy the prefixn.n01 (and/or .v01, .e01, ._f0l, .fO2, .c0l)‘ file to a new file with the 
new ‘prefixwhich you specified in Gr_idBuila'er . The extension must remain the same. (NOTE: the 

*.cOl files must be renamed with .n01 extensions to be read as nodal files in GridBuilder). 
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A.4 Dimensioning of Arrays ' 

The number of arrays which may require re-dimensioning has significantly decreased because of the 
implementation of dynamic memory allocation with Version 1.2. As such, the list below is smaller than 
in previous versions of GW-WETLAND, and most simulations will not require re-dimensioning of 
arrays and subsequent re-compilation of the program. In some instances, however, the user may need to 
recompile. The list below contains the parameters and the maximum values as specified in the current 
version. If the user requires larger arrays for these parameters, re-dimensioning and re-compilation will 

be required. 

par_ameter(mxchd=235) 

para'meter(maxbnd=25 1) 

parameter(maxtime_chd=4300) 

parameter(maxwellperiod=1) 

parameter(maxpt=250000) 

parameter(maxts=4000) 

parameter(mx_conc_zone=1) 

parameter(rnax._part._zone=-10) 

parameter(mx_conc_node=5'0) 

where: mxchd = maximum number of constanthead nodes 
maxbnd = maximum band width 
maxtime_chd = maximum number of times to change the value of hydraulic head at 

a constant head node ' 

maxwellperiod = maximum number of times to specify different pumping rates 
maxpt = maximum total number of particles 
maxts = maximum number of time steps 
max;part_zone = maximum number of source zones for particles 
mx_ponc_zone = maximum number of fixed (Dirichlet) concentration zones 
mx_conc_node = maximum number of fixed (Dirichlet) nodes 
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An5lJnfis 
grid spacing 

hydraulic conductivity 

elevations (w.t., ground surface, base of domain) 

value of head 

initial value heads along w.t. 

initial values of constant heads 

value of recharge 

value of evapotranspiration 

pumping rates 

timestep 

output times 

times when recharge or‘ evapotranspiration applied 

dispersivity 

solute concentration 

initial mass of each particle 

half-life 
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APPENDIX B - INPUT DATA FILE FOR EXAMPLE 1 

! flood simulation 
! March 22, 2000 
Floodgdat 

7(1)Print nodal coordinates 
;(2)Print elemental incidences 
;(3)Print elemental K and S 
;(4)Print nodes/elements to file 
r(5)Calculate Heads 
;(6)Print Heads 
r(7)Print Heads to a file (*.hds)_

‘ 

;(8)Print only last heads to a file (*.hds) 
r(9)Print water table convergence info 
;(10)Input old heads to continue a run

_ 

;(11)print last heads for input for a later run 
;(12)generate gradient/direction field 
;(13)print gradients/directions 
;(14)output gradients/directions 
;(15)generate velocity field 
;(l6)6utput velocity field 
; (l7)*zur..1. Inass t.r.ansport 
;(18)print concentrations/particle distributions 
;(19)output concentrations/particle distributions 
;(20)output particle distribution 
;(21)output last particles for input to continue a run 
;(22)input last particles to continue a run 
;(23)print mass, X,Z coordinates of particles 
;(24) Run advection/dispersion 

OftfIP'hl‘hH1l'h|'h|.'hfTHIl'THIV‘hf?|'hf'h|'hI'ht'f|'h('l’l'hl'hl'hl'h 

;nobspts 
181 201 ;nrow. ncol 
1 100 ;ngeol,nitmax \ . 

f ;var_x (T for var. delx, F for const. delx — if F, enter only 1 Value) 
1.0 
.2dO idelz 
730.0 ;ftime 
2 ;n_out_time 
365.0 
730.0 
0.5 2-5 ;de1t,dtmax 
21.0_ ;headi 
0.200 .005 1.05 ;specyd,tolrnc,deltin 
! elvgrd 
34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 34-5 34.5 34.5 
34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 34,5 34.5 34.5 
34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 34-5 34.5 34-5 
34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.45 34.4 34-35 34.3 34.25 34.2 
34.15 34.1 34.05 34 33.95 33.9 33.85_33.8 33.775 33.75 
33.725 33.7 33.675 33.65 33.625 33.6 33.575 33.55 33.525 33.5 
33.4 33.35 33.3 33-25 33.2 33.1 33 32.9 32.8 32.7 
32.6 32.5 32.4 32.3 32.2 32.1 32 31.8 31.65 31.5 
31.4 31.3 31.1 30.9 30.7 30.5 30.3 30.2 30.1 30 
29.9 29.8 29.75 29.7 29.65 29.6 29.5 29.415 29.4 29.385
I 

29.37'29.355_29.34_29.325 29.31 29.295 29.28 29.265 29425 29;235 
29.22 29.205 29.19 29.175 29.16 29.145 29.13 29.115 29.1 29.085 
29.07 29.055 29.04 29.025 29.01 28.995 28.98 28.965 28.95 28.935 
28.92 28.905 28.89 28.875 28.86 28.845 28.83 28.815 28.8 28.785 
28.77 28.755 28.74 28.725 28.71 28.695 28.68 28.665 28.65 28.635 
28.62 28.61 28.6 28.59 28.58 28.57 28.56 28.55 28.54 28.53 
28.52 28.51 28.5 28.49 28.48 28.47 28.46 28.45 28.44 28.42 
28.4 28-3 28.2 28 27.7 27.4 27 26.5 25.7 24.9 ' 

24.2 23.5 22.9 22.3 21.7 21.2 20.7 20.1 19.6 19.2 
18.8 18.5 18.3 18.2 18.1 18 17.9 17.8 17.7 17.6 
17.5 ’

I 

tttttttfitttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt 
ttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttfittttttfffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
flffffffffffffffffffffffiffffffffiffffffffff iwtmove 
!INITIAL WATER TABLE 
21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0-21.0 21.0 21.0 
21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 
21.0 21.0 21.0 21.Q 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0-21.0 21.0 21.0.21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 
21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21-0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 
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21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 
21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21-0 21.0 21-0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 
21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 
21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21-0 21.0 21-0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 
21.0 21.0 21:0 21.0 21;0 21.0 21:0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 
21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21-0'21.0 2110.21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 
21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 2110 21-0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 
21.0 21.0 21.0 21-0 21.0 21m0 21.0 21-0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 
21.0 21.0 21,0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 
21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21-0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 ;headwt 
! ELEVATION OF BASE 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 Q 0 O 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 O 0 Q 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

v0 0 0 0 0 0 0»0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 O 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O O O 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 O O 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 ;elvbas 
F ;DITCH 
1 iNRESTP 
0.0 1 

_ 

;time to start recharge, number of recharge zones 
1 201 0.0015 istart column, end column, recharge value 
!E/T . 

0 iNETPER'
I 

0 :NCHEAD 
E surfiace water bodies 
1 iNWB 
76 ;number of nodes associated with current surface water body 
!datafile containing water level history 
rivflood.hed 
126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 
136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 
146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 
156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 
166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 
176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 
186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 
196 197 198 199 200 201 
T ;T=include particle tracking for current surface water body. 
1 ;number of particles per cell for each timestep 
365.0 386.0 ;tstart, tend for particles to be added 
F ;?=do not include Finite Element solution for advection/dispersion 
O ;flwe1ls 

1 ;'l 

8.64E—0 8.64E—0 rkhorzikvert 
0.5OE-3 0.30E+0 ;stor,porsty 
1.00E~0 0.10e-O ;disper 
T ;ptcode ( 
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1111111111111lllllllllllllllllllll111111 
;11111111111llllllllllllllll11llllllllllllllllllllllllLllllll1llll1ll11111111111 
ll11llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllilllilIlllllllllllllllli1111111111 
1Illl111111Illllllllllllllllllllll111111 \ 
1111111Illllllllllllllllllll11111111111111111111I11111lllllllllllllllll111111111 
1111111111111111lllllllllllllllllllllill111i1111111111111111llllllllllllllllllll 
11111111111111l1l1ll11ll;l11l11lll111111 
11111111111111lllllllllllllllllllllll1111111111111l1111l;l;1;1111lll111111111111 
11111111111111111111;1111l;11ll11111111111111lI11111Il1l1ll1111lllllllllllllllll 
lllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
111111111111111111Lllll1111111111lll1lllll111111lllllllllllllllllllllllllillllll 
11111111111111ll1111111111111111111111lllllllllllllllll11lllllllllllllllllllllll 
11111111111111111;;;;1;11111111111111111 . 

11111111;111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111;1;;1111111111;11111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
l11l11l11l1I11111111111l;l11l111llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll1111 
1111111111111111111;1111111111111111111111111111111111;11;1111111111111111111111 
1111111111111111111111111111111;;;111111 
111111111;11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111;111;;11111111L11 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111;1;111111111111111111111111111111111 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111ii11111111114;;111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111;1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111; 
1111111111;11111111111111111111111111111 
1111111111111111111111;111;111111L1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1111111111111111111111111111;1;;;1111111

' 

L14 .

" 

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111;1;111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111;1111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
I1x11111111111111111111111111;11;11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1111I111I1l1l111111111l11111l1llllllgll1ll11111111111I11llllllllllllilllilllilll- 
1111111111111111111111111111ll1111111111111111I11ll11111llllllllllllllllllllllll 
11111111111111111111lll1ll1111ll1l11l;11 ‘ 

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111llllllllllllllllllllllll 
1111111111111111111111111111111llll1l11ll;ll1ll111111111llllllllllllllllllllllll 
111111111l1111llllllllllllllllllllllllll I 

1111111111lllllllllllllllllll1111ll1l11111111111111111;I111I11llllllllllllllllll 
11111lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll1111111111l11111l;1lll11ll11l1 
1ll11111111111111lllllllllllllllilllllll 

' _ _ 

1111111111lll1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111llllllllllllllllllllllll 
1lllllllllllllllll111111>1l;l1;|.1£|.11ll11111111111111111I1ll1l1l1l11ll111111ll111Ll 
Illlllllllllllll1111111111ll11lll1l11111 b ‘ ‘ 

111111111111111111111111l11111l1ll;11111111111111111111111111111111l1ll111l1ll;1 
11111111111111lll11I111I111111lll111111111111111111111llllllllllllllllllllllllll 
11111111111ll11111l1lllllll;l1llllll11l1 
111111111llll111111111111lll11111111111111111;1l11111l11llllllllllllllllllllllll 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111lllllllllllllllllllll 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
111llllllll11111111;11111111Lllllllllllllllllll111111lllllllllll11;lll1lll1l11I1 
1111111ll11l1111111I111111llll1111111111111111;1l1111111llllllllllllllllllllllli 
1111111111ll1111111lllllllllllllllllllll \ _ _ ‘ ‘V 
111111111111111IlIl111l1ll1111111lllllllllllll1111111111llllllllllllllllllllllll 
11111111111111i1111111lll1111111111111111llllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllll 
1111111111111111111111llllllllllllllllll 
!15 
1111111111111111ll111111111111ll111111111111l1ll11l1l1;llllllllllllllllllllllill 
;1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111;11 
1lll11ll1111l111111LLl11llllllllllllllll .

V 

111111ll11111111111111111111111111111111111llllllllllllllllllllllllllll111111111 
11111111lllllll111111111111111111111111111111ll111111111Illlllllllllllllllllllll 
11111111ll;11111lllllllllllllllllllllill 
111111111111llllllllllllllllllllllll11111111111111111ll1111i1l1l1llL1lll11111ll1 
111111111111L1;1111111111111111111111l11111111111111111111llllllllllllllllllllll 
ll1l111111111l111111llllllllllllllllllll 

> 

‘

b 

llllllllllllllll111111I1l1Il11111111111111;lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
1111111111111111111i111I11111111111ll1111111111llll11i11llllllllllllllllllllllll 
11111111111111lllllllllllllllllllllllll1 
1111111111111111111111ll11111111111111111llllll11111111111lllllillllllllllllllll 
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_ llllllllllllllllll11111lllllllllllllllllllllllll11111111111111Illlllllllllllllll 
11111111111111lllllllllllllllllllll1111111111111l1111111111111llllllllllllllllll 
111111111111111lllllllllllllllllllllllll 
»1111111llllll111111lllllllllllllllllllllllllll111111111111llllllllllllllllllllll 
111111111111lllllllllllllllll11LlLl11111111111111111111111111lllllllilllllllllll 
llllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

‘ 11111111llllllllllllllllllllllll111111111111111111111111llllllllllllllllllllllll 
11111l1111lllllllllllllllllllllllllll1111ll1l111111111llllllllllllllllllllllllll 
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111;11;11111 
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llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
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APPENDIX C - INPUT DATA FILEFOR EXAMPLE 2 

! 2-D example with 2 wetland boundaries 
1 water levels in wetlands are calculated by code 
wnf-i.dat 
F ;(1)Print nodal coordinates 
F ;(2)Print elemental incidences 
F ;(3)Print elemental K and S 
F ;l4)Print nodes/elements to file 
T ;(5)Calculate Heads 
F ;(6)Print Heads » » 

T r(7)Print Heads to a file (*.hds)
_ 

F ;(8)Print only last heads to a file (*.hds) 
F ;(9)Print water table convergence info 
F ;(10)Input old heads to continue a run 
F ;(11)print last heads for input for a later run 
T ;(12)generate gradient/direction field 
F ;(13)print.gradients/directions 
F ;(14)output gradients/directions 
T. ;(15)generate velocity fiield 
F ;(16)output velocity field 
F ;(17)run mass transport 
F ;(l8)print concentrations/particle distributions 
F ;(19)output concentrations/particle distributions 
F ;(20)output partiéle distribution 
F ;(21)output last particles for input to continue a run 
F ;(22)inpuc last particles to continue a run 
F ;(23)print mass, X,Z coordinates of particles 
F ;(24)run advection/dispersion 

- !n_obs pts
0
! 

0 
37 201 ;nrow, ncol 
2 1000 rngeolynitmax 

F ;var_x-(T for var. delx, F for const. delx — if F. enter only 1 value) 
2. ‘

» 

. 5d0 ;delz 
730 iftime 
1 ;n_out_time 
730 
.1 5 ;de1t,dtmax 

7.5 iheadi 
.001 1.05 ;tolrnc,deltin

I 

! ELEVATION OF THE GROUND SURFACE 
9.000 9.000 9.000 9.000 9.000 9.000 9.000 9.000 9.000 9.000 
9.000 9.000 9.000 8.995 8.990 8.985 8.980 8.975 8.970 8.965 
8.960 8.955 8.950 8.945 8.940 8.935 8.925 8.915 8.905 8.895 
8.883 8.871 8.859 8.847 8.835 8,823 8.811 8.799 8.787 8.775 
8.763 8.751 8.739 8.727 8.715 8.703 8.691 8.679 8.667 8.655 
8.643 8.628 8.613 8.598 8.583 8.568 8.553 8.538 8.523 8.508 
8.493 8.478 8.450 8.410 8.400 8.300 8.200 8.000 7.900 7.850 
7.750 7.630 7.560 7.500 7.460 7.430 7.400 7.390 7.380 7.380 
7.380 7.380 7.380 7.380 7.390 7.400 7.410 7.420 7.440 7.460 
7.480 7.500 7.530 7.560 7.600 7.650 7.670 7.700 7.750 7.800 
7.900 8.000 8.050 8.100 8.120 8.140 8.150 8.160 8.170 8.180 
8.190 8.200 8.200 8.200 8.200 8.200 8.200 8.200 8.200 8.200 
8.200 8.200 8.200 8.200 8.190 8.190 8.190 8.190 8.190 8.190 
8.190 8.190 8.190 8.190 8.190 8 190 8.190 8.180 8.180 8.180 
8.180 8.180 8.180 8.180 8.180 8.180 8.180 8.180 8.180 8.160 
8,160 8.160 8.160 8.160 8.160 8.160 8.160 8.160 8.160 8.160 
8.160 8.160 8.160 8.130 8.130 8.130 8.130 8.130 8.130 8.130 
8.130 8.130 8.100 8.090 8.090 8.080 8.060 8.000 7.900 7.800 
7.600 7.400 7.100 7.000 6.950 6.900 6.880 6.870 6.860 6.850 
6.840 6.830 6.820 6.810 6.800 6.800 6.800 6.800 6.800 6.800 
6.800 

tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttffffififfffffff 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt 
tttttttttttttttttffffffffffffffffffiffffff 
! INITIAL WATER TABLE 
7.-5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5, 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 ‘7.5 7.5 
7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7_._5 7.5 7.5 
7 5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7-5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 
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.. 

77-/.7777 
55.55555 

—/7.7_/.777 .5555555 

7777777 5555555 

.7777777 

5555555 

7 
7 

7.7:7.7_7. 

5.D:a5—DEJ5 1111111 

5_b.b_b.b 

5
5 

1111111 

R.:.R.R.5 

5
5 

1111111 

R.R.5_b_b 

5
5 

1111111 

R.R.R.R75 

5
8 

1111111 

5 

R.R.R.R.5

5 

1111111 

5 
5 

5.5.5 

5
5 

1111111 

5 

R.R~R.R.R.5 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

.

. 

.7.7a7 

7.7 

7,7 

5555555 1111111 1111111 
R~R.§.R.R.§.§ 

1111111 

5 

R.E.:.:J.D

9 

1111111 5555555 1111111 

RvR.5_b_b 

5 
5 

5.E_ 

.. 

. 

.. 

. 

.. 

7
7 

7.7.7.7 

7 
7
E 

0 

0.0 

0.... 

O.nun.0xUnv0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0.. 

0 
0 
0 
n.0 

0 
n.0 

0 
n.0 

nvn.0 

0,0 

0Aunu0.nun20 

0 

0.0 

0 
0 

0.0.

0 
0 
0 
0 
O 

0.0. 

O 
0 
0 
O.

0 
O
O 

0 
n.0 

n.0 

0 
0
0 

n.0 

0 
n.0 

n00

O 

0 

nvnunununununu 

O 

nvn.n¥nunvnunv 

0 
0 
0 
0 
O. 

O. 

0
0 
0 
0.0

0 
0.0 

n.0 

O 
0 
O 
0 
0.0 

S 
n.nu.U 

nYnuAu 

n.nu 

B 
0 
0. 

0 

n.n.n.0 

W 
0 
0 
0 

0.0 

0 
n.O 

0 
0 
0 
n70 

0 
n.O 

W 
n.n.nvnu; 

n.nvnu 

J 
nunvnu. 

nunununu 

W 
n.nVnu 

n.nunv 

nunu 

L 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
n.0 

000000000 

0.00354 

0.0025725 
152 
1 201 0.00177 
182 1 
1 201 0.000683 
244 1 

0.00177 12% 
365
1

1
0

1 
N1 

(425 
1 201 0.00354 

0.0025725 

0.00177 
547 
1 201 
609 

0.000683
1 

0.00177 

;NETPER 

0.00 

1 201 
730 1 
1 201 0 
15 
o 1 
1 201 
91 1 
1 201 
121 1 
1 201 

0.0025 

0.003 
152 1 
1 201 0.004 
182 1 
1 201 0.005 
213 1 
1 201 0.003 
244 1 
1 201 o.oo25 
274 1 
1 201 o-oo 
456 1 
1 201 o.oo25 
486 1 
1 201 o oo3 
517 1 
1 201 o.oo4 
547 1 
1 201 0.005 
578 1 
1 201 0.003 
609 1 
1 201 o.oo25 
639 1 

.

. 

.

. 
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N o H o "o o 

;NCHEAD 
;NWB 
;watlev_swb(=F for internal w.1. calc) 

4
m
p 
m 

n>c>~

H 

68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 
78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 
88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 
98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 

!SWB#2 
V 
F ;watlev_swb(=E for intqznal w.l; calc) 

7.5 
’ ' 

178 179 180 181 182 183 180 181 182 183 
184 185 186 187 188 189 1.90 191 192 193 
194 195 196 197 198 199 zoo -201
F
F 
O ;nwells 
1 ;l 
8-64E—l 8.64E—l ;khorz,kvert 
O.5OE—2 0.5OE+O 0.40 ;stor,porsty)specyd 
0.00E—0 0.00e—0 ;disper 
T ;ptcode 
2 ;l 
8.64E—l 8.64E—l ;khor2,kvért 
0.5OE+3 0.SOE+0 0.40 ;sto:,porsty 
0.00E—O o.ooe—o idisper 
T ;pccode 
!234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789O 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
111111111111111I1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111

_ 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
zend of 10 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I11111111111 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111llllllllllllllllllllll 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1111111111111111111111111111111111I111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
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11I1llllli111llllllllll;1111111111llll1111L1111llll11111lll1l111lll1111111ll111L 
l111111111111llllllllllllllllllllllll111llllll11llll11llllilllilllllllllllllll11 
1111111111111111111lllllllllllllllllllll 
1ll1111111111111111Illllllllllllllllllllllll1111ll111li1ililllllllllllllllllllll 
1111111111111111llllllllllllllllllllllll111111111111ll11llllllllllllllllllliilll 
111111111111llllllllllllllllllllllll1111 
111111111111111111111111lll11111111ll1111111111111111111llllllllllllllllllllllll 
lllllllllllllllllll11lllllllllllllllllll1111111111111111111111llll1ll1l1;ll1l1ll 
11111111111111111111l111l;lllllllllllll1

> 

lllllllllllllllllllI11111111111lllllllllllllllllll111111111111Llllllllllllllllll 
llllllllllllllllllll11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ll1111111l1l11ll 
’111111111111111111llllllllllllllllllllll 
111111111111111111111;11111;1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1L11111;11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111;111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111;1;111;1;11111111 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111;11;L;1;111;1111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111;11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
111111111111111111111111111111;1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
111111111111111111;1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
iend oi 2o 

_ . 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1111111111;11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111;1;11;1111111 
'1I1111111111llllllllllllilililllllllllll 
111111111111111lll11111111ll1111111111111111111111111111Illlllllllllllllllllllll 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111;1;1111111111111llllllllllllllllllll 
1111111111111111111111llllllllllllllllll 
1111111111111Illllllllllllllllllllllll11111111111ll111111111111111l11lIlI1111111 
111111111111111L1I11llllllllllll111111;1111111111l111l111111111111li1111;11l1111 
11111111111I111lllllllllllllllllllllllll

K 

11111111111111111111111111111111ll1ll111111111111111ll11lllllllllllillllllllllll 
111111111111111111ll11111llllllllllllllllllllll11111llllllllllllllllllllllll1111 
l11111111111111111llllllllllllllllllllll 
11111111111ll1111111111111lllllllllllllllllilll11111111111111111111111111l111l1l 
lll1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I11111111111l11l1111111111l1111111 
1111111111111111l111l1l11111llll111ll111 
ll111111111111111111111111;;ll11111111;1I11;111111111111lllllllllllllillllllllll 
1111l111111111111111111111ll11111111111l111111111111111111111lllllllllllllllllll 
lllllllllllllllll1111l111;;l;11111111l1l 
111111ll1111lllllll1111111111111ll111l11111111111111111;l111111;1l1111l;111111l1 
lllllllllllllllllll111111l1;;1;111111111111111111111ll11111l1lllllllllllllllllll 
1111111111111111111lllllllllllllllllllll 
11111111111111111111111111;111;1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
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